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Major League Soccer Commissioner
Don Garber to Speak at Commencement
Deanna Rosa
Editor-in-Chief

Major League Soccer (MLS)
Commissioner Don Garber
was officially announced
as Montclair State University’s 2016 Commencement
speaker, a piece of information that graduating students
have been anticipating for
months.
Garber, a long-time resident of Montclair who has
ranked in SportsBusiness
Journal’s 50 Most Influential
People in Sports for the past
10 years and was recently admitted into the 2016 U.S. Soccer Hall of Fame class, will
not only send off the graduating seniors with his speech
on the stage of the Prudential
Center in Newark on May
25, but will also receive an
honorary Doctor of Letters
degree from Montclair State
at the ceremony.
Since 1999 when he assumed his role as MLS commissioner, Garber has been
a leader in the growth of the
league, both on a local and
an international level.
Being a resident of Montclair for over 20 years, his
impact hits close to home
for many students at Montclair State, as several of the

Keep It
Green
Dana Jarvis
News Editor

Montclair State University’s graduating class will
be sporting environmentally friendly attire this year
at graduation. The material
used to make the caps and
gowns is completely recyclable and the company that
makes them even ships the
product in packaging that
can be reduced and reused.
Graduating English major
Jessica Hempel described
how she feels about the
change made by the University, “I just picked up my cap
and gown at the university
bookstore today and I am
happy to find out that, by
purchasing the required regalia, I am helping improve
the sustainability of the environment,” she said. “It is
nice to see Montclair State
becoming more environmentally friendly. The state of
our planet is largely at risk
and, if all campuses across
the country choose to take
this step, we will absolutely
make a notable impact and
positive changes for Mother
Nature.”

MLS commissioner Don Garber during the MLS state of the league
address at Univision Studios.

changes reflecting Garber’s
influence are visible in New
Jersey and New York. For
example, in 2010, the New
York Red Bulls moved to a
new $200 million arena in
Harrison, New Jersey, which
is only one of the 15 soccerspecific stadiums which Garber has established in the U.S.
and Canada. Additionally, in
2015, the first MLS club in
New York was established

under Garber’s leadership.
“I think it’s very interesting
to choose a figure like that,
especially a sports figure,”
said Kareem Yaghnam, a senior communication major
who is looking forward to
closing up his undergraduate career in just a few weeks.
“I don’t think we’re a huge
sports school. We’re Division
III, so I wouldn’t expect them
to pick the commissioner for

Photo courtesy of Noah K. Murray (Flikr

Major League Soccer. It’s
pretty shocking.”
Yaghnam admitted that he
was hoping comedian and
late-night host Stephen Colbert would speak at Commencement, as he is also a
Montclair resident. “It’s still
cool, though,” he said.
“Don Garber’s personal
and professional accomplishments make him a very
worthy candidate for this

recognition,” said President
Susan A. Cole in the university’s press release about the
speaker. “Our region has felt
the positive economic and societal effects of the advancements made by our Major
League Soccer clubs, and
Don’s vision has been at the
heart of those developments.
I am pleased that Montclair
State is able to recognize his
impact on the fabric of New
Jersey with this honor.”
Recently, soccer in the
United States has especially
been in the spotlight, with
five of the biggest stars on
the women’s national soccer
team filing a federal complaint against the U.S. Soccer Federation (USSF) due to
pay discrimination between
men’s and women’s soccer
players. Garber, who is on
the USSF’s board of directors,
commented on the recent
controversy.
“Our goal is to raise the
overall perception of professional soccer in this country–
both men’s and women’s,
our leagues and others,” he
told Sports Illustrated. “I
think as the women’s game
gets more and more popular,
it just makes sense for teams
Speaker continued on Page 2

Montclair State Takes Steps
to Fight Against Cancer

The annual Relay for Life event was held late last month.

Jayna Gugliucci
Editor-in-Chief

Photo courtesy of Jeffry N. Curtis (Flikr)

In honor of the annual Relay for Life event at Montclair
State University, hundreds of
students donning purple Tshirts and bandanas headed
to Yogi Berra Stadium on Friday, April 30. The event was
held in conjunction with universities and organizations
across the country, as well as
around the world with the
same mission: to take a stand
against cancer.

According to the organization’s website, Relay for Life
began in May 1985 when Dr.
Gordy Klatt “walked and ran
for 24 hours around a track
in Tacoma, Washington, ultimately raising $27,000 to
help the American Cancer
Society fight the nation’s biggest health concern cancer.”
The following year, 340
supporters joined him - a
number that has only increased as the event has continued to take place annual-

ly. Since its inception, Relay
for Life has raised nearly $5
billion dollars to fight cancer
and, “each year, more than
4 million people in over 20
countries raise much-needed
funds and awareness to save
lives from cancer.”
In continuing the tradition, Relay for Life is an
organized, overnight community fundraising walk in
which teams of participants
camp around a track - until
2 a.m. Because members of

each team take turns walking around the track, there is
always a constant motion at
the event.
Beginning at 2 p.m., the
event was one in which participants were able to celebrate those who have overcome the disease, remember
those lost to the disease, and
honor those who have fought
or are fighting cancer. At the
same time, the event was
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that have the infrastructure to
add National Women’s Soccer
League (NWSL) teams.”
Although he said that he
does have an opinion on the
issue of equal pay among men
and women athletes, he only
commented, “I’m confident
we will do the right thing. We
need to be on the right side of
history here.”
In Garber’s 17 years as commissioner, he’s added 13 new
teams to the league. According to an interview with Sport
Illustrated, he plans to add
five more by the mid-2020’s,
bringing the league total to 28
teams. In the realm of sports
media, Garber has overseen
significant advancements, including long-term broadcast
agreements with ESPN, FOX
Sports and Univision.
Garber also serves as CEO
of Soccer United Marketing (SUM), the primary soccer marketing and advertising company in North
America, and the founder of

MLS WORKS, a community
outreach initiative which addresses social issues on a national and international level.
He has also made a difference
locally as a member of the
Board of Directors of the FC
Harlem Youth Soccer Club
as well as a founding board
member of the Hope and Heroes Children’s Cancer Fund
at Columbia Presbyterian
Hospital in New York.
Regardless of his many accomplishments, many students still fail to see the relevance of a MLS commissioner
at a commencement ceremony.
“I think it’s a little random
for them to choose the head of
[Major League] Soccer,” said
Nalanie Mercado, a freshman
psychology major. “We don’t
even have a D-I soccer team
to make it relevant. If you’re
into soccer, then cool. You’re
going to get a kick out of that,
but he’s not even academically known for anything. It’s

random.”
“I feel that it should have
been somebody that represents academics, maybe a
professor,” said Shameza Katideen, a senior biology major.
“You want someone to motivate you—to tell you, ‘Oh
yeah, you may not have a plan
now, but there’s always plan
C, D, E, whatever.’ Compared
to Rutgers, they got Obama.
How awesome is that?”
Garber said in the press release that he was “honored
to receive this very special
recognition from Montclair
State University.” He continued, “As a Montclair resident
for more than 20 years, I have
witnessed the tremendous
growth of the University and
the positive impact it is having on many young people in
New Jersey. I am pleased to
accept this honor from an institution that is truly committed to providing life-changing
educational opportunities for
so many students.”

Relay for Life: Annual Event at
Yogi Berra Stadium a Success

Continued from page 1

held to “inspire participants
to take action against a disease
that has taken too much.”
Throughout the night, there
was plenty of food, games,

the battle to cancer, fought the
disease in the past and those
whose fight continues on paper bags. In doing so, the candles placed within the bags

coming to the event in the future or finding their own way
of giving back.
Rachel Belsky, a sopohmore English major who at-

“Cancer is a fight that affects so many.
To be able to fight back and provide
support with others is incredible.”
- Rachel Belsky,
Sophomore English major
and activities to provide entertainment to the students
both when they were walking
around the track and not.
As the most important part
of the night, participants were
encouraged to write names of
those they know who have lost

served as “glowing tributes to
those who have been affected
by cancer” and are lit in their
honor.
At the end of the night, participants were encouraged to
continue to support the ongoing fight against cancer by

tended the event, said, “Cancer is a fight that affects so
many. To be able to fight
back and provide support
with others is incredible.”

Pelican Police Report
Sunday, May 1
Bohn Hall: Students Angel Rivera, 19, of Newark,
N.J., Timithy Gerena, 19, of
Newark, N.J., Isabel Peguero, 18, of Newark, N.J. and
Wesley Nwator, 18, of East
Orange, N.J. were charged
with underage possession
of alcohol. All parties are
scheduled to appear in Clifton City Court.
Wednesday, May 4
Student Center: A student
reported an incident of
theft. This case is under investigation.
Friday, May 6
Gibson Hall: Student Kyle
Murphy, 19, of Middletown, N.J. was arrested
and charged with possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia. Murphy is
scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Sunday, May 7
Fenwick Hall: A student
reported an incident of harassment from another student. The reporting party
declined to pursue charges
at this time.
Monday, May 8
Feliciano School of Business: A staff member of
housekeeping reported an
incident of criminal mischief and theft. This case is
under investigation.
Monday, May 8
Gordon Hall: A student reported an incident of theft.
This case is under investigation.
Tuesday, May 10
Basie Hall: A student reported an incident of theft.
This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, May 10
Bohn Hall: Student Shahiyda Terry, 20, of Linden, N.J.
and Shylar Anderson, 19, of
Newark, N.J. were arrested
and charged with harassment, an act of domestic
violence and criminal mischief for their involvement
in an incident. Both parties
are scheduled to appear in
Clifton City Court.
Tuesday, May 10
Whitman
Hall:
Tavon
Caldwell, 20, of Newark,
N.J. and Tevin Stokes, 20,
of Union, N.J. were arrested and charged with possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia. Both
parties are scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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A Review of Memorable Stories
from the 2015-2016 Academic Year
Deanna Rosa
Editor-in-Chief

Kristen Bryfogle| The Montclarion

Jayna Gugliucci| The Montclarion

After the beloved namesake of Montclair State’s
Yogi Berra Museum and Learning Center passed
away at the age of 90 this past September, the campus community, along with his many fans, mourned
this great loss. As a resident of Montclair for over
50 years, Yogi Berra’s legacy will live on at the university. Friends, family and fans of the legendary
baseball player laid flowers on his statue outside
the museum, where a memorial was held within the
month following his death. Two months after his
death, Berra was awarded the Presidential Medal
of Freedom, the highest civilian honor an American
can receive.

The Montclair State University community, along
with the rest of the globe, was distraught by the
news of the terrorist attacks in Paris on Friday, Nov.
13. Theta Xi held a candlelight vigil in memory of
the lives lost in Paris and other cities affected by terrorism and violence. Two Montclair State students
were studying abroad in Paris during the attacks,
both of which remained safe and unharmed.

After a pedestrian was struck on Clove Road in December, the university, along with PSE&G, responded by adding brighter streetlights in front of Hawk
Crossings. The female student only sustained minor
injuries, and the previously dangerous crosswalk
was made safer to prevent any future accidents.

Photo courtesy of Marty Keating

Carly Phelps| The Montclarion

Kristen Bryfogle| The Montclarion

In early December, an anonymous vandal drew attention to the woes of the Montclair State art students
with chalk graffiti signed “o.h.” on the brick walls
of Calcia Hall. With messages like “It’s all here…except a future,” the art program’s advocate decried
the failings of the old building as well as the curriculum and administration. So far, the chalk vandal’s
warning that “next time it will be paint” has gone
unfulfilled, along with the promises of the university to improve conditions for the art department.

The Center for Clinical Services at Montclair State
University opened its doors to the public on Jan. 19.
Located next to Lot 60 on Clove Road, the $10 million facility not only provides training for students
studying child advocacy, autism and psychology,
but also offers clinical and counseling services to the
surrounding residents. Through the center, the university has achieved unity with the community by
allowing Montclair State students to work hands-on
with patients.

Daniella Heminghaus| The Montclarion

Montclair State University was recognized as a
Doctoral Research University, a promotion from its
previous Master’s 1 classification, by the Carnegie
Classification of Institutions of Higher Education on
Feb. 1. Due to an increase in the number of doctoral
students and the amount of federal research funding, Montclair State is now one of three institutions
in New Jersey with this classification.

Jennifer Leon| The Montclarion

Photo courtesy of Facebook

Daniella Heminghaus| The Montclarion

The Feliciano School of Business opened its 3D
printing lab on Feb. 18. The Making and Innovating for X (MIX) Lab, which holds 35 3D printers,
is the ninth innovation center in the world which
has these printing capabilities. Each week since the
grand opening, it is open between 9 a.m. and noon
Monday through Friday for students in the 3D
printing and those who are taking 3D printing and
design classes.

At the close of the spring 2016 semester, the InterFraternity Council (IFC) at Montclair State University held a Driving Safety Week fundraiser for student
Anna Semioli, who was the victim of a hit-and-run
on Route 46 this past October. Since the accident, the
university community has rallied behind Semioli,
who has undergone several surgeries since the accident and remains in critical condition with little
brain activity. Several outside organizations, along
with the IFC, were able to raise a significant amount
of money in order to assist the Semioli’s with Anna’s
medical bills.

The new building for The School of Communication and Media has been taking shape in the past
few months, with Montclair State University’s recent partnership with Sony Electronics allowing student access to state-of-the art equipment, resources
and opportunities. When the building opens in the
spring of 2017, students will have access to studioquality cameras for filming and photography, a laser film projector for screenings and a cooperative
newsroom.

Congratluations to the graduating class of 2016!
The Montclarion Staff wishes you the best in your future endeavors.
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Flag Raising Begins Mental Health
Awareness Month

Laura Patterson
Contributing Writer

Governor Richard Codey
joined President Susan Cole
and members of the campus
community on May 3 to announce Montclair State University’s participation with
The Codey Fund by officially
becoming a stigma-free campus.
In celebration of Mental
Health Awareness Month, attendees honored the achievements of Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS)
at the university in helping
students with mental health
issues and announced the
school’s involvement with
The Codey Fund. The mission
is “to ensure that compassionate, quality mental healthcare
is accessible to everyone and
that the stigma associated
with mental illness is overcome through public awareness and education.”
Codey, along with Rocky the
Red Hawk, unveiled the first
of two stigma-free signs that
will stand around campus. A
flag was also raised in honor
of The Codey Fund to promote
awareness of mental health
and its stigma across the campus. The two signs around
campus will illustrate that the
university will not participate
in common stigmas associated
with mental health issues.
The aim of the fund was
highlighted by high statistics regarding university students who failed to seek help
for mental health issues. The
speaker said the mission will,

Montclair State University brings awareness to beliefs about mental illness.

“work towards [these figures]
decline.”
The governor also raised
a main issue with the beliefs
surrounding mental illnesses
and how talking with others
is difficult because of the stigma against them. However,
having personal experience
with handling mental health
issues, the governor’s solution is: “You got to talk about
it.”
Codey ended the ceremony
with this advice in supporting others with mental issues.
“In life, there are three words
you need to say at the correct
time. These three words are
please, thanks and sorry. If

you say these at the right time
in your relationships, you will
have a better life and probably
better mental health.”
Dr. Sudha Wadhwani, the
coordinator of outreach and
prevention at CAPS who has
been with the program since
September of 2006 said, “We
are really working to decrease mental health stigma
on campus so these signs will
help give visibility to all the
programs that we provide on
campus to increase access to
support for students. We hope
there will be more visibility.
We hope there will be more
conversations around mental
health and that it will be less

Alex Gamboa| The Montclarion

of a ‘hush hush’ type issue.”
Wadhwani also said, “We really want people to know that
we all are affected by mental
health.”
The newly-unveiled signs
will spread this awareness and
make individuals with illnesses more accepted. Freshman
Jennifer Guzman and Senior
Jennifer Okorie are both CAPS
ambassadors who attended
the event. Okorie became involved with CAPS during
her junior year. She said that
working with CAPS is great
“to just help the campus and
the students who need it.”
Guzman, who is friends with
Okorie, said “I’ve always been

passionate on mental health.
I know there’s a huge stigma
on it. I found that it was really beneficial for me to enter
CAPS because I struggle with
mental illnesses as well, so I
learned about the resources,
and the training helped tremendously.”
The Red Hawk News email
said that Montclair State “believes that the stigma-free
signs on campus will spark
awareness and conversations
regarding mental health as
well as other important stigma-related conversations that
foster the health and advancement of our community.”

Entrepreneur Pitch Contest Praises Students
Nicholas Da Silva
Staff Writer

Some of Montclair State
University’s hardest working
students were celebrated at
the third annual TeleBrands
Inventors Day for Aspiring
Entrepreneurs event — held
on May 4 in the Conference
Center at University Hall.
The event, which took place
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., had
16 teams of students who have
completed the nine-credit Certificate of Entrepreneurship
(which consists of ENTR 201,
301 and 302 students) competing for the opportunity to win
a $10,000 prize by presenting
the best sales pitch to two different groups of judges.
Jason Frasca, an Entrepreneurship professor at Montclair State, praised the students for putting so much time
and effort into coming up with
what he believed to be fantastic Minimum Viable Products
(MVP’s). Frasca discussed his
belief that the event serves as a
vital means of getting students
the experience of a simulated
business pitch.
“This event allows students
to justify the legitimacy of
their jump-start,” Frasca said.
“It gives them the opportunity
to jump-start their business
ideas.”
The contest began with
all 16 groups having to give
their sale pitches to the judges who were assigned for the
Preliminary Round. These
judges were co-owners and
principals of SPARK Solutions
for Growth: Rachel Braun,
Scherlff Venture Capital associate; Andrew Kangpan,
uReach Technologies Inc. cofounder and serial entrepreneur; and Mukesh M. Patel,
Krishnamurthy Kambhampati
and JuiceTank founder.
The ideas presented by the
groups varied from diapers
that neutralized the odor of fecal matter to a dating website
that tries to find a user’s special mate through their zodiac
sign.
All of the pitches were

Sixteen student teams presented sales pitches in University Hall.

grounded in the basis of
having to solve some sort of
problem that people face in
everyday life. Dennis Bone,
the Founding Director of the
Feliciano Center for Entrepeneurship, talked about the urgency of having to figure out
a solution to a dilemma in this
competition.
“The number one priority is problem solving,” Bone
said. “It is up to the students
to figure out how to solve the
problem.”
Nicholas Castano, a sophomore sports business administration major with a concentration in sports events and
tourism marketing, was part
of the team that pitched Atlas
— a website designed to promote artists who have been
struggling on other forms of
social media. Castano talked
about how being part of this
was rewarding for him. It
gave him background experience for business endeavors
he could be a part of in the
future.
“This event opens you up
to bigger opportunities,” Castano said. “It prepares you for
the real world.”
After the 16 groups went up,
the judges left to deliberate
their votes while additional
awards were given out. The
first of these awards was the
$5,000 Promise Prize— an
award given to African American students in the field of

entrepreneurship or business
who have showcased outstanding academic achievement, leadership and initiative
for what they want to do.
The Promise Prize is a
tribute to Marie Nesbitt, the
grandmother of the Change
Create Transform Foundation’s founder, Vikki Pryor.
The winner of the 2016 Promise Prize was Stanley Fils, a
Montclair State graduate who
is now pursuing his MBA degree at the college. He was
given the award by previous
recipient Dana LaCondre and
CCTF Founder Pryor.
Frasca and fellow professor
Ross Malaga gave out entrepreneurship certificates to the
students who were part of the
16 teams, dependent on their
respective classes.
Judges then returned to
make the announcement as to
which six teams would make it
to the final round of the event.
The first pitch that made
it to the final round was Wake
Em’ Up, an alarm clock pillow
that wakes you up by producing light, music or a gentle
motion.
The second pitch was Karuda Skincare, which consists
of a variety of skincare products in which the primary
substance used to create these
products is coconut oil.
The third pitch was Trash
Talk, which is a device you attach to a trash can that would

a specific location in advanced
time.
In the finals, the remaining
six teams had to perform their
pitch presentations again, this
time to a different group of
judges.
After all six pitches were presented, the judges left to deliberate which team would be the
winner of $10,000. When talking about his feelings while
awaiting the decision from the
judges, Trash Talk team member Nicholas Capece claimed
that he did not feel nervous at
all.
“The experience was what
Nicholas Da Silva | The Montclarion
was truly important,” Capece
said. “The victory is just a bomake a beeping noise every nus to me.”
time you threw some trash in
The time then came for the
the can.
judges to announce their deThe fourth pitch was the cision. Wake Em’ Up ranked
PhiloStand, which is a stand in third place, while Layrd
that can hold a wine glass in ranked in second. The winner
it by having the bottom of the of the $10,000 prize was Kaglass embedded in the stand.
ruda Skincare.
The fifth pitch was Layrd, a
The three teams all went to
multilayered garbage bag that the stage to be honored, while
can provide people with mul- the members of the victorious
tiple bags of garbage through Karuda Skincare pitch took
just one bag. The Layrd gar- pictures with the judges and
bage bag works by applying their brand new $10,000 check.
the bag to a trash can, rip one
layer off the bag and it serves
as a garbage bag itself.
The final pitch was Park
Along, a website where you
can reserve a parking spot for

Winners assured that they would not
waste the money on a celebration.

Nicholas Da Silva |
The Montclarion
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Congratulations

Photo by Mike Peters

to the Class of 2016
Whether you have earned your undergraduate or
graduate degree, we celebrate your success and achievements.
And, we are proud to have been a part of your
journey towards this goal.
Wishing you all the best with your future endeavors,
the Faculty, Librarian, Professional Staff, Specialists & Adjunct Faculty
of Montclair State University.

themontclarion.org
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Two Best Friends and Legends Retire

Teanna Owens | The Montclarion

Delores McMorrin, (Left) and Lorraine Whitaker, (Right),
are best friends and co-workers.

Teanna Owens
Feature Editor
At 18 years old, best friends
Lorraine Whitaker and Delores McMorrin were unexpectedly sent home from work after
hearing news that the city of
Newark was in an uproar. On
that day in July, the two young
women left their summer jobs
at Cleveland Elementary School
and headed home – where they
would be forced to stay during
the next couple of days. Just
blocks away, fighting, looting
and arson had begun to take
over New Jersey’s largest city,
in the historic event known as
the 1967 Newark Riots.
“We were working in
the playground and our director said that he heard that
people were fighting down the
street,” said Whitaker. “He told
us: ‘you girls go home because
something is starting down
on Springfield Avenue. Go directly home,’ he said, ‘because
people are fighting and burning.’”
At the time, Whitaker
and McMorrin had just recently graduated from West Side
High School and admit that
they were not politically active. They understood that the
Newark Riot was sparked by
the racial disparities in housing, jobs and education. But, it

wasn’t until the newly established Educational Opportunity
Fund Program (EOF) provided
them with the opportunity to go
to college that the two began to
understand the importance and
need of higher education within their community and how
access to it would change their
lives forever.
In a fortunate twist
of fate, the best friends are being sent home from work once
again – this time, they are retiring together.
For nearly 25 years,
Whitaker and McMorrin have
worked side by side as counselors for the Educational Opportunity Fund Program (EOF)
at Montclair State University –
the same program that allowed
them to go to college in 1968
as first generation college students.
Born and raised in
Newark, New Jersey, the best
friends tell how it was unlikely
for people from their community to go to college. In fact,
because college was not an expectation, it was common for
people to go straight to work
after graduating from high
school, which is exactly what
McMorrin did before she heard
about the EOF program.
“I went to work for Bell
Telephone Company,” said McMorrin. “My mother was a sin-

gle mom raising five children
on her own, she didn’t know
nothing about college. All she
wanted me to do was graduate
high school.”
Throughout their years
as EOF counselors, the best
friends have been provided
with the opportunity to pay it
forward – helping students in
the same way that they were
helped when they were students of the first EOF class. As
counselors who are required to
have monthly meetings with
each student on their case load,
they were both able to bond
with many of their students –
guiding them with their financial, academic and personal issues.
Mildred Kroung, a
graduating senior had the opportunity to have both Whitaker
and McMorrin as her counselor.
Whitaker, who was Kroung’s
original counselor decided that
she would benefit more from
working with McMorrin, who
is also a professor in the legal
studies department at Montclair State and could better
guide Kroung with her interest in law. Despite the swap of
counselors, Kroung said that
she benefited from connecting
with both women.
“They’re both great,”
said Kroung. “They’re both
like mother figures on campus.

Whenever Dr. McMorrin wasn’t
there, Mrs. Whitaker was and
when Mrs. Whitaker wasn’t
there, Dr. McMorrin was. I’m
going to miss them.”
In all their years of
counseling at Montclair State,
both Whitaker and McMorrin
say that the students are what
they will miss the most once
they retire. Although being EOF
counselors has been their profession for over two decades,
it is the genuine care that they
have for their students that has
allowed them to form relationships that often last beyond
graduation.
“I have a student who
called me last week from 20
years ago,” said Whitaker.
“There was another student,
a young man who came to the
award ceremony last week. He
was my student. He looked at
me and I looked at him, and I
called his name. He couldn’t
believe that I would remember
him after all these years.”
When asked what EOF
means to her, Whitaker said,
“It is a revolutionary kind of
thing. The ability to go to school
– that’s great. But the real part
of EOF is what we do at the
counseling level and at the relationship level.” That, she says is
the most important thing about
EOF. “It really is a family.”
The soon-to-be former EOF
counselors had no idea that
they would end up working together, especially since
they went to different colleges.
While Whitaker studied sociology and psychology at Upsala Lutheran College of East
Orange, New Jersey, her close
friend, McMorrin, was away
at Rutgers-Newark, where she
majored in political science. Although the two were no longer
walking distance away from
each other, they managed to remain in contact.
“I would go visit
[Whitaker] and I used to think
[Upsala College] was so far
away,” McMorrin said chuckling as she remembered the
struggles of getting around on
public transportation. “I didn’t
even know about Upsala College until Loraine went and,
when I would go up, it was like,
‘wow this is nice.’”
McMorrin also shared

that she still has letters that she
and Whitaker wrote each other
from when they were in college.
As of today, their offices in Webster Hall are two
doors down from each other –
a coincidence that would have
never been made possible if
Whitaker didn’t apply for the
job after her friend, McMorrin,
told her about the open position.
Although the days
leading up to their retirement
are quickly approaching, EOF
Director Dr. Daniel Jean continue to insists that their legacy
will last even after they retire
from the program.
“They are both legends
in the area of higher education,”
said Jean. “I think their wisdom,
their expertise and their passion
for students will be missed.
Combined, they’ve impacted
thousands of students. It’s going to be sad to see them go.”
Although she is retiring from her position as an EOF
counselor, McMorrin plans to
continue teaching in the political science and law department
at Montclair State. While she
has worked side by side with
her best friend for over two decades, she’s been a member of
the Red Hawk community for
30 years.
When asked of her plans after retirement, McMorrin said
she will also be coaching for the
New Jersey Orators, an organization that teaches young children how to give oral presentations, traveling and visiting her
son who lives in Atlanta and is
set to get married in Jamaica
this June.
Whitaker, who is invited to the wedding will also be
making a trip to Jamaica and insists that, although she doesn’t
know of her other plans after
she retires, she knows that she
won’t be bored.
“I have to find something where I can continue to
work with young people. I’ll
find something,” she said adding how she has a lot of family,
including her retired husband
Gregory Whitaker, to keep her
company. A resident of Montclair, New Jersey, Whitaker
won’t be too far away and said
she intends on supporting the
program after she’s retired.

A Closer Look At SGA President: Rahjon White

Rahjon White is graduating this spring 2016.

Jessica Amato
Contributing Writer
On a Tuesday afternoon,
the Student Government Association (SGA) office, located in
Room 103 of the Student Center
Annex, is pretty quiet. Besides
staff members casually checking their mailboxes, there is not
much going on.
Suddenly, I was greeted by
Rajhon White, a Montclair State
University student and current
President of the SGA. The vibe
in the office suddenly changed,
as he warmly greeted me with
the handshake and bright smile
that he is known for all around
campus. He lit up with excitement when asked about why he

Photo courtesy of
Rahjon White

chose to attend Montclair State
University during his senior
year of high school.
“I came here for a tour.
It wasn’t even a real tour, but as
soon as I got here, I knew this
was the campus for me. I felt
comfortable,” said White, 22, a
communication studies major
with a focus in organizational
communication as well as a
minor in leadership. He added
that direct access to the city was
also a factor in his decision as he
is passionate about Broadway
and theatre.
Coming from Buena,
a small town in South Jersey
where he was involved in numerous high school clubs,
White immediately showed in-

terest in becoming involved on
campus during his first semester in the fall of 2012.
“In high school, I did
Student Council. I played football. I did Drama Club. I was
always involved. So in college,
I really wanted to get involved.
During my orientation, I met
with the SGA E-Board and they
encouraged me to. That really
reeled me in,” he said.
Before being appointed
president for his senior year,
White had held numerous SGA
positions during his time at
Montclair State His previous
positions included being a legislator, treasurer for the programming board and vice president.
When asked what he has
learned from taking on so many
different roles, he said the biggest thing he has learned is that
there are two sides to every
story. “I think a lot of times students complain about certain
things, as they should,” he said.
“You are paying all this money
to come to an institution, you
should be getting what you
want out of it. However, there
is always another side. There is
always a reason or some kind of
road block that is not allowing
something to happen.”
White’s positive influence
on the campus community is
evident. After asking several
students about their experiences with him, I received nothing
but kind words and memories
of how he has positively affected their experiences on campus.
Ashley Favato, a 22 year old

senior and co-director of Student Life at Montclair (SLAM),
SGA’s Programming Board, has
been friends with White since
her freshmen year when they
both became involved with the
SGA around the same time.
“Rajhon always has
a positive outlook on campus
programming and says to go
outside the box as much as
possible, but to ‘KIS IT’ which
stands for keep it simple,” said
Favato, who will also be graduating this spring with a degree
in family and child studies,
hoping to become a teacher. She
reflected on a special moment
between her and White at this
year’s homecoming concert.
“There was a point
where Rajhon and I were just
sitting in the dugout of the stadium looking at the audience
and smiling – so happy to see
students happy,” said Favato.
“We were just reminiscing
about having four years together as friends and teammates.”
In addition to his SGA positions, White has also worked
for Undergraduate Admissions
as a Student Ambassador and
has been a Resident Assistant
(RA) in Blanton Hall since his
sophomore year. Although he
is passionate about all of the positions he has taken on, he said
that being an RA has taught
him the most about building
connections with students.
“[Being an] RA has taught
me more about time management and about those personal
connections,” he said. “Being

in [the] SGA, you can have a
connection with an organization and get to know them, but
when you are an RA you need
to know your residents. You
need to know if they’re having
an off day and I became more
aware of those kind of things.
[Being an] RA definitely taught
me to be more aware of my surroundings and how people are
feeling.”
Katie Menza, a sophomore
and one of White’s current residents, said White goes out of his
way to make residents feel comfortable and at home.
“He is very energetic and
friendly which makes him more
approachable. He always said
‘hi’ and really tries to get to
know his residents personally,”
she said.
After his spring 2016 graduation, White hopes to continue
working in Residence Life as a
Community Director. He is also
applying to graduate school.
When asked about what he
will miss most about Montclair State, he looked over at his
friend who was also sitting in
the office, smiled and said simply, “the people.”
“We have a campus where
it’s very easy to meet people as
long as you are willing to go out
of your way in a sense. I have
never said’ hi’ to someone and
been rejected. That is the culture of our campus and I hope
that it remains that way.”
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The Bell Heard Through Montclair State History
Victoria Testa
Contributing Writer

Every morning at 8 a.m., a
slow, methodical bell tolls from
the peak of College Hall, a burgundy tower with a minty cap
that stands out against the otherwise stark white building.
The sound is rich and purposeful, hearty and lingering, but,
despite the mighty toll, hardly
a passerby seems to take notice.
A professor wearing a grey
tweed jacket and matching
cap hurries out of the building
and along the concrete pathway without looking back.
A student, too busy bopping
to the beat of the music flowing through her earbuds, cuts
almost robotically across the
Alumni Green, directly in front
of College Hall and its weathered bell tower without the
slightest notice of its sound.
The carillon (pronounced
kah-ri-lon),
an
instrument
composed of bells and an automatic mechanism that plays
them, is part of the rich history of Montclair State University. The bell tower has become
one of the most quintessential
symbols associated with the
university, permeating more
aspects of everyday life on campus than many would assume.
It’s become so much a part of
Montclair State’s history that
whispers from the past seem to
flow through the iconic sound,
which still rings across campus
in the modern day, although it
seems to go largely unnoticed.
“The carillon pOrovides an
important connection to our
past,” said Paul Martinez, cataloging librarian and archivist
for Sprague Library. “Twenty
years from now, when you’re
coming back to Montclair State,
it’s likely that the campus will
have changed a lot, but College
Hall will still be there. I hope
you’ll hear the carillon play the

The bell tower in the modern day.

alma mater at noon. I hope it’ll
remind you of your graduation
when your family and friends
were cheering you on, and you
were about to move on to a new
phase of your life. Where else
will you hear that song?”
The bell’s history dates back to
before the university opened its
doors. In 1907, Edward Russ returned from a California trip to
oversee the construction of the
first buildings on what is now
Montclair State’s campus. In
love with Spanish mission-style
architecture, Russ designed the
building complete with an ivory bell tower to house a mission
bell. In the following years, the
bell consistently rang out for
the miniscule student body and
faculty to enjoy.
In the 1950s, the bell was controlled by a paper tape moving
in time with a master clock and
acted as a time keeper as well as
a fire alarm and a warning system. The sound was crisper and
shorter than it is today, though
arguably more authentic than
the electronic version currently
used (The Sprague Library archives has a recording from
1961).

Victoria Testa| The Montclarion

In 1965, the bell fell to silence. No sound rang from the
tower until 1975, when Dorothy
Wescoat, Class of 1933, donated
the university’s first carillon.
With the bells ringing out all
the way to the Student Center,
the sweet sound was once again
a staple on Montclair State College’s campus — the institution
didn’t gain its university status
until the 1990s. Back then, musical selections played twice
daily.
In the years that followed,
the carillon and the iconic bell
tower were regarded as “a symbol of campus unity [that] rings
out freedom,” according to an
article published in The Montclarion in October 1988.
Cindy Meneghin, director of
Student Communications, who
now oversees the operation of
the carillon, said that she finds
the sounds from the bell to be
iconic and inspirational. “The
bell tower is our traditional
symbol that I know we all take
great pride in,” she said. “It really is a call to carpe diem — a
reminder that we are all called
to work hard and achieve our
goals and dreams, and I hope

the students feel the same sense
of pride and tradition.”
Martinez understands that
the bell tower tends to be overlooked by students and faculty.
“From a busy day-to-day perspective, the carillon bells are
a small thing,” said Martinez.
“But small things can become
important later in life. They
provide important emotional
connections to the past.”
Today, the bells still ring
across campus, although they
are not noticed nearly as much
as they have been in past years.
The actual control box is housed
in a storage closet on the third
floor of College Hall, connected
to speakers in the bell tower
which project the sound across
campus. The carillon plays the
alma mater every day at noon,
and Westminster chimes every 30 minutes. During sports
games, the speakers sound the
fight song and, on special occasions such as 9/11, other tunes
are played.
The vision of the bell tower
remains an important symbol and reminder of Montclair
State’s remarkable past. Our
yearbook La Campana — Spanish for “the bell”— was named
after the College Hall bell tower
in the 1930s. The red silhouette
of a bell remains on our coat of
arms. In University Hall, many
of the podiums are outfitted
with an image of the bell tower — a picture that has consistently appeared hand-in-hand
with the school’s name since its
inception.
When the carillon was last
repaired in the fall of 2014, students and faculty seemed to be
grateful for its return. Besides
the fact that the bell provides a
resource that can quickly alert
students, faculty and staff in the
event of a campus-wide emergency, many students argued
that the sound made them feel
like part of a family — and, of

course, helped them not to be
late.
Plans for the bell tower at
Montclair State do not end
with its most recent repair.
Meneghin said that once the
upcoming construction projects
at the School of Communication
and Media, Partridge Hall and
College Hall are finished, the
university plans to extend the
sounds from the bell tower to
all parts of campus using strategically-placed speakers. They
will do sound tests in both winter and summer to ensure that
all areas of campus will be able
to hear the chimes, music and
announcements from the bell
tower no matter what season.
These days, some students
are completely unaware that we
even have a carillon. “I’ve honestly never heard it,” said Rachele Petronella, a junior family
and child studies major.
Others continue to appreciate its home on campus. “I’ve
heard it when I walk on campus, especially around noon,”
said Sarah Vazquez, a junior
English major.
“The fact that people don’t
know about [the bell] is surprising,” Vazquez said as the shock
registered on her face. “I think
it’s always important to reflect
on our history and keep the
good aspects of it.”
For Karen Pennington, vice
president of Student Development and Campus Life, the
sound of the carillon is important. “I’m not surprised that
some students don’t acknowledge having heard the bells,”
said Pennington. “As people,
we often get so caught up in
what we are doing that we miss
the things around us. I very
much enjoy hearing the bells
chime every day, [because] they
give the campus a very traditional feel and sound.”
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once a red
hawk, always
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The Montclair State University
Campus Community Awards
THE CARPE DIEM AWARDS

The Carpe Diem Awards are given to graduating seniors who “seized the day”
and took full advantage of their time at Montclair State University.
Recipients of the Carpe Diem Award:
Bushra Ali
Ryan Gallagher
Claudia Ko
AJ Primavera

THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS AWARDS

The Office of the Dean of Students recognizes students for academic excellence, leadership and involvement.
One student per class year is recognized and awarded based on their self-nomination and selection by the committee.
Recipients of the Office of the Dean of Students Awards:
First Year: Heather Francis
Second Year: Joshua Daniel Bishop-Mbachu
Junior: Christopher Clement
Graduating Senior: Garrick Beauliere

THE DISTINGUISHED STUDENT LEADER AWARDS

The Distinguished Student Leader Awards were open to any current Montclair State University student. The purpose is to
highlight and acknowledge those students who make meaningful contributions and have a strong impact at the University.
Recipients of the Outstanding Leadership Award:
Lynka Tanaka
Cynthia Huasipoma
Daniel Figueroa
Recipients of the Diversity and Equality Award:
Kelsea Rowan
Nelson Rodriguez
Recipients of the Outstanding Community Service Award:
Seyda Ziladze
Harold Garcia
Recipients of the Outstanding Mentor Award:
Alvin Garcia
Claudia Ko
Patrick Fullerton

THE PROFESSING EXCELLENCE AWARDS

The Professing Excellence Awards were open to any Montclair State University professor, both adjunct and full time.
The purpose of the Professing Excellence Awards is to highlight and acknowledge those educators who make
meaningful contributions to our students’ lives both inside and outside the classroom.
Recipients of the Outstanding Dedication to Student Education Award:
Dr. Shannon Harry Walsh - Gender, Sexuality, Women’s Studies
Dr. Steven Tolman - Educational Leadership
Recipients of the Lifelong Impact on Alumni Award:
Dr. Marilyn Tayler - Political Science and Law
Dr. Joseph Oluwole - Counseling and Educational Leadership
Recipients of the Meaningful Impact Award:
Dr. Carrie Hamilton - Art History
Anabella Poland - Communication and Media
Recipients of the Excellence Through Mentoring Award:
Dr. Laura Lakusta – Psychology
Tara George - Communication and Media
Sponsored by
The Center for Leadership Development and Campus Connections and The Office of the Dean of Students
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Study Abroad Student Says‘C’est La Vie’ About Terrorism in Paris
Deanna Rosa
Editor-in-Chief
At 6 y
 ears old, Ryan
Fleischer had been unexpectedly pulled out of his first
grade math class after hearing
news of the hijacked planes
crashing into the Twin Towers
in New York City on Sept. 11,
2001. That day, he sat outside of
his home in Brooklyn Heights,
watching from across the bay
as the One World Trade Center crumbled. Vivid scenes of
scattered debris and toppling
buildings are a memory that
will forever be etched in the archives of his mind.
“At that time, I was very
distraught about it, but growing up in a post-9/11 world, I
just see that anything like that
is possible,” Fleischer explained
with a calmness that had obviously developed in the years
that elapsed since that day.
“There’s evil out there that’s
possible, and it’s in our best favor to be very vigilant and think
about what we do and who we
speak to.”
Nearly 15 years later, Fleischer, a senior humanities major
at Montclair State University,
found himself watching the
France versus Germany soccer match while digesting a
steak burrito at his hairdresser’s apartment in the ninth arrondissement de Paris, just
minutes before suicide bombers
approached the Stade de France
as part of a string of terrorist attacks on Friday, Nov. 13, 2015.
“I got home, and it was
just like emails, text messages,
phone calls — ‘Are you ok?’
‘Is everything alright?’ ‘I need
to hear from you,’ ‘Please call
back,’” Fleischer said, explaining that the concern from his
friends and family back home
was much greater than his own.

Deanna Rosa | The Montclarion

A photo of Ryan Fleischer at the Student Recreational Center on campus.

“[Calls] number one and number two were my mom and
my grandma,” Fleischer said.
“My grandma was distraught
because I didn’t answer her
phone call. I had gotten a voice
mail from her completely balling out.”
That Friday the 13th had been
an average day for Fleischer,
who was studying in Paris
through the Cultural Experience Abroad (CEA) program
for the fall semester. It was his
day off from classes, and he had
spent the afternoon at Palais de
Tokyo, a contemporary art museum in Paris.
After dinner with a friend
at a Mexican restaurant and a
haircut, he headed back to his
studio club apartment near
Barbes Rochechouart, just miles
from the places attacked in an
area he called “the ghetto of
Paris.”
His plans for that evening

were upset once his phone connected to the apartment’s WiFi
and he received the onslaught
of concerned messages from
back home.
Among the messages was
one from Domenica Dominguez, the Director of Study
Abroad and International Relations at Montclair State. “The
students and my office received
updates from CEA and International Studies Abroad (ISA) —
the providers of the programs
in Paris, with offices in Paris
— immediately and regularly
since Friday with information
about the attacks, safety in Paris, instructions for students and
additional links for resources
and information, including how
to reach the U.S. Embassy,” she
wrote.
Fleischer found the message
from Montclair State humorous,
smiling as he crossed his legs,
stating that it was “probably

just procedure they had to follow.” He responded to Dominguez’s request for an update on
his condition with an email that
simply said, “It’s all good in the
hood.”
Once President François Hollande declared a state of emergency and closed off the French
borders, stores and businesses
began to close and residents
were on lockdown in their
homes. “After knowing that
basically this was going to be
my Friday night, I went across
the street to the corner store
and picked up maybe like five
or six tall boys and just went
back home,” he chuckled as he
explained that he had caught
the store owner just before he
closed up shop. “I drank myself to sleep,” he laughed as he
recalled the snapchat he posted
of himself holding a Heineken.
“I remember being up until
like 1 or 2 [a.m.] just constantly

checking [the news as] the body
count just kept going up and
up,” Fleischer continued in a
more somber tone. “It was terrible. It seemed at one point that
there was going to be no end.”
Four people blown up outside
the Stade de France, 15 gunned
down at the intersection of Rue
Alibert and Rue Bichat, five shot
and killed outside a café in the
eleventh district, 19 murdered
outside a restaurant on Rue de
Charonne and 89 killed execution-style during a performance
at Bataclan concert hall — this
was the news Fleischer woke
up to on Saturday morning. He
spent part of the day driving
around the city on a mo-ped,
drinking in the silent aftermath
of the previous night’s horrors.
“We passed the Eifel Tower.
We passed the Trocadero. We
passed the Notre Dame—all of
those spots were completely
dead,” he said, inadvertently
using a morbid pun to describe
the typically crowded landmarks. “I remember taking
the subway that Saturday. The
typical weekend, it’s packed no
matter what time of day it is.
There was like one or two people. I had a professor say that
hasn’t happened in decades.”
Although several students
left the program out of fear for
their own safety after the acts
of terrorism, Fleischer said that
the thought never crossed his
mind. “The four months I spent
in Paris were easily the best four
months of my life,” he said as
he outlined his post-graduation
plans of moving to Paris and
finding a job in the city.
“Paris is a very safe city. It’s
not like New York City where
there are just police officers
walking around. There’s actual
military walking around with,
like, AK-47’s.”

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA

Invest in Your
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more about
the program
at:
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montclair.edu/arts/school-of-communication-and-media
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The program builds four key areas of expertises for you to develop competencies for
the digital age: Strategic Thining, Communication Skills, Media Savvy, and Leadership Mindset
Register for our Admission Open House Sessions:
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June 23, Thursday, 6:30pm - 8:00pm (Morehead Hall 143)
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July 19, Tuesday, 6:30pm – 8:00pm (Morehead Hall 143)
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Now that you’ve graduated,
why don’t you stay?

Start a career. Define a profession. Build your future.
The Graduate School at Montclair State is the perfect
place to further your education.
• More than 100 graduate degree, certification and certificate programs
• Designated a Research Doctoral University by the Carnegie Classification
of Institutions of Higher Education
• Recognized as one of the top education graduate programs in the country
by U.S. News & World Report’s Best Graduate Schools rankings
Apply now: montclair.edu/graduate
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted/ For Rent

P/T HELP FOR BUSY EXECUTIVE, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a self-motivated, energetic, & upbeat individual to assist with personal and business related
tasks in & around Montclair. The schedule is flexible (approx. 12 hours a week on M / W / F and
the rate is dependent on past experience. Must
be: tech savvy (fluent with all Apple products);
extremely organized; excellent communicator; efficient, flexible, and proactive; willing to get hands
dirty from time to time (no task is too big or too
small); and a licensed driver with their own car.
Please send resumes to Taratersigni@gmail.com.

$15 / HR, ENGLISH STUDENT, VERONA
We are looking for an English student to improve the
text of our webpage according to the Search Engine
Optimization recommendations. It can be done remotely. For more information please Email: Harryx@
Atlassafetyhealth.com.

P/T BABYSITTER NEEDED, BLOOMFIELD
We’re looking for a part-time babysitter for 3 adorable little boys, ages 5, 7 & 9. Hours are 3 to 6 pm,
Mon-Fri. More hours may be available occasionally, and work can continue beyond the summer.
Responsibilities include picking up the children
from school or camp, driving them to various activities, preparing dinner. A car is not needed as
we will provide, however you must have a clean
driving record & references. To apply, please contact Katherine at krdelaney75@gmail.com

$15-20 / HR, MOTHER’S HELPER / OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Seeking energetic & reliable person with a flexible
schedule to help care for our 8 month old daughter. The position would begin immediately and
would entail watching her in our home while I am
there. We would need someone 2-3 days a week
for approx. 3-5 hours a day. There will also be
occasional overnight help needed. Start: ASAP!
Experience with infants and references required.
Education Major a plus! Email resume to Greta.
veledevilla@gmail.com.

SUMMER BABYSITTER, NEW PROVIDENCE, NJ
Looking for a caring, energetic, & responsible summer sitter to help care for our three young daughters.
M-F from 2:30-5:30 pm. If you are interested in learning more, please Email: Voletip@mail.montclair.edu

$30-$40.00 / HR, DJ / MC MOBILE ENTERTAINMENT CO., BERGEN COUNTY
Triple
Platinum
DJ
Entertainment
(www.3platinum.com) is looking to hire outgoing MCs / DJs. Must be comfortable speaking
into a microphone in front of large groups of
people. We are more interested in an MC… the
DJ part is easy. We will train prospective entertainers & supply all equipment . Having your
own car is a must & living near Bergen County
is important, as most of our events are in Bergen
Co. and surrounding areas. Please call Anthony
for more information & possible interview at
(800) 596-4772.

$1350 / WK, GREAT SUMMER OPP, HAMPTONS, LONG ISLAND
In the Hamptons, (off-site housing is offered FREE
of charge, 10 mins. away), Fully staffed home is
looking for a 2nd butler for the summer season.
Home is run as boutique hotel. Job is setting table, serving, wine service, cocktails, coffee service
stocking, cleaning up, flower arranging, pulling
plates and dishes for meals and pitching in where
necessary. Hours approx: Thursday 4pm – 11:30
pm, Friday & Saturday 9 am-11:30 pm (with
breaks in between) and Sunday from 9 am – 6:00
pm. There is NO housekeeping or cooking. OFF
MON-WED. The home is casual but proper service is a must. $30.00 / hour, 45 hours in the 4
days. Must be legal to work in the US, have own
transportation, know proper wine & table service.
Must be fit – very large house with lots of stairs.
No visible tattoos or piercings – clean cut. Must
understand proper etiquette (we are there to work
and not hang at the pool with guests). Please send
resume to Graciela008@Gmail.com.
$15 / HR, MOTHER’S HELPER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a reliable & kind person to help care
for my two month old daughter and 2 year-old
daughter three days a week from 4 to 8 pm. Days
are flexible & there is an opportunity for additional hours over the weekend. I will be home during
this time other than when I pick up my 2 year-old
from daycare, which is two blocks away. Experience with infants required. Immediate start. If interested please email Heatherannben@gmail.com.
$15 / HR, BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Looking for a reliable, responsible & energetic sitter for our 21 month-old son. Two afternoons per
week (days flexible) while we are home, and potential for other occasional days & nights. Experience with infants & toddlers a must. Immediate
start. Please email your information to:
Lauren1039@mac.com.
NANNY NEEDED ASAP, MONTCLAIR /
ROSELAND
We are looking for a nanny to care for our 3 children; 2 boys, ages 3 & 4, and a baby girl. We need
help Mon –Fri from 1 p.m. until 6:30 or 7:00 p.m.
starting ASAP and ending in August. Candidates
should be trustworthy, smart, loving, creative,
fun, responsible, energetic & very patient. We are
looking for someone who feels like a part of our
family. Candidates must have a reliable car that
will accommodate car seats.. Please email me at
Ashleycarfagno@gmail.com and provide a detailed summary of your experience and let me
know what makes you a great candidate. I look
forward to hearing from you!!
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED ASAP, ROSELAND /
WEST ORANGE
I am seeking self-motivated & energetic individuals to work as lifeguards for an outdoor pool in
an apartment complex this summer. We offer
COMPETITIVE pay. MINIMUM is $11.50 / HR.
Pay will be higher based on age & experience. You
must possess Lifeguard and CPR / AED certifications. If expired, we hold Re-certification courses
at low cost. For an application, please email:
Amanda.roche3@gmail.com.

LIVE-IN NANNY, MONTCLAIR
We are in search of a live-in nanny for a Montclair
family with a 2-year-old (and baby on the way in
July). Start date is flexible (April-July). Nanny would
have the third floor. If Interested or for more info,
Email Katie at: Kruddy@gmail.com.

$15/HR, OCCASIONAL SITTER – AFTERNOONS
/ EVENINGS / WEEKENDS, MONTCLAIR
Looking for an energetic, fun & mature caregiver for
my 5-year-old son. Need someone who has their own
car & a clean driving record. Would need to be available for occasional school pick-up and evening care.
May include taking him to some activities, helping
w / homework & preparing dinner for him. Longer
hours on Saturdays needed 2-3 times a month during
my busier work season (late April-June). If we find
the right fit we could expand hours during summer
months if local to Montclair. Email: Annekil@icloud.
com or call (917) 723-3577. References required.
$15/HR, PART-TIME DOMESTIC HELP, CEDAR
GROVE
Cedar Grove family seeking part-time domestic help.
Work usually involves light cleaning (kitchen, dishes,
laundry), but may also include dinner prep and helping our 2 boys (ages 9 and 7) with homework. Heavier
cleaning may be occasionally required as well (bathrooms). 4 - 8 pm 3 - 4 days a week would be good but
the specific days andtimes are negotiable and flexible.
Please emailratan07009@gmail.com.
$25 / DAY, EARLY MORNING BABYSITTER /
CARE, VERONA
Seeking a responsible, dependable & kind person to
provide early-morning care for two boys (8 & 9) in Verona. Hours are Monday-Friday 7am-8:30 am (drop
off at Laning Ave School). You must have a car &
clean driving record, as well as references. Responsibilities include waking the boys up, supervising them
while they get dressed, have breakfast, clean up & get
packed up for school. We pay $25 per day. We have a
dog, so you should be comfortable with dogs. Please
contact me by email or phone at your earliest convenience. We need someone to begin immediately: (347)
628-2658 or Christinegarson@gmail.com.
MANAGING EDITOR, MONTCLAIR
MontclairDispatch.com has an immediate opening
for Managing Editor. Position will oversee the day-today work of The Montclair Dispatch’s editorial team.
Applicants must be available to work 16 hrs / week
from our Montclair, NJ offices. Email resume & cover
letter to NewsDesk@MontclairDispatch.com & visit
MontclairDispatch.com/jobs for more information.
GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITY, CEDAR
GROVE
We are a growing consulting & training firm located
in Cedar Grove, NJ., looking for a part-time office admin to work on selective projects including helping
with training calendar, event planning, managing
content (website, social media, blogs), web research,
creating & editing content, answering phones, contacting clients, & helping to manage the company.
The ideal candidate must be a self-starter, willing to
learn, high energy, & trustworthy. This job is not for
everyone, as we are in a high paced & high growth
firm meaning your role will evolve quickly. We
also have a social mission, & we are only looking for
people who “believe” in our mission & vision. Candidates MUST have the following qualifications: High
School diploma or equivalent (Preference given to JRs
& SRs or MBA), fluent in English, Confident while
respectful, Power Computer user & skillful w / Microsoft Office, social media tools, & preferably Word
Press. Able to work in the U.S, w/o sponsorship, &
willing to learn. As a training company, a “bonus” is
unlimited learning. Must be able to work 20 hours a
week at a minimum on a project / freelance basis. If
you fit the profile, complete the job candidate form
at https://pmoadvisory.wufoo.com/forms/officeassistant-candidate-form/.

$15.00 / HR, BABYSITTER FOR 2 SMALL
CHILDREN, BLOOMFIELD
Seeking a reliable, friendly, patient & responsible sitter for 4 year-old girl & 3 year-old boy.
28 hrs / week, Mon – Thurs, 8 am – 3:30 pm.
Special Ed Major a plus. Salary based on exp.
Please call Alex (973) 951-6854 or
Email: Alexandradaste@hotmail.com.
P/T BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a part-time babysitter on Tuesdays
from 4-7:00 pm for my two kids, a 5 year-old
girl & 8 year-old boy. Must have your own car
& clean driving record. Major responsibilities
include school pick-up and driving to & from
activities. Email:Eidoko@Gmail.com or call /
text: 862-596-5906.
SEEKING MSU GRAD STUDENT FOR P/T
NANNY, SOUTH ORANGE
Seeking warm, energetic, reliable driving babysitter for kids 5 & 8 in S. Orange (25 hours per
week. 2:30 - 7:30pm, M-F). Excellent references
& clean driving record required. Email resume
/ experience to: Southorangesitter123@gmail.
com.
P/T NANNY, POMPTON PLAINS
P/T Nanny 3:00 – 6:30pm – min. of 3 days per
week (prefer 5) for 2 elementary age children
in Pompton Plains. Requires homework help,
transportation to extracurricular activities, light
housework and cooking. Please call Allie (973)
476-5892

P/T DAYCARE PICK-UP & ASSISTANCE w /
HOME & BABY, MONTCLAIR
Seeking a caring & responsible student to pick up
baby from daycare on a daily basis and help take
care of him & our home. Hours are M-F 5:30 – 7:30
pm. Responsibilities include picking up & caring
for our 6 month-old baby, prepare & feed dinner to baby, help with meal prep for mom & dad
and some very light housework, including washing bottles and loading the dishwasher. Must be
a non-smoker & have a reliable car. To Apply,
email: megmarsh03@gmail.com.
ROOM RENTALS & PARKING
SAVE $$$ – ACROSS FROM MSU
Female students: Summer and / or Fall Room
Rentals 2016 school year. Furnished - across from
campus. Internet included. Singles or shared.
Available June & Sept. Call: (973) 778-1504
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, M-F. Only 3 mins.
walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call (973) 8190334, Sun-Sat, 5am-8pm ONLY.
Place YOUR Classified in The Montclarion.
BOOK YOUR CLASSIFIED AD NOW. LOW
RATES & EXTENDED EXPOSURE. For more info
Email MontclarionAdSales@gmail.com or call
Don Spielvogel (973) 655-5237 or (215) 860-5533.

BE A LIFEGUARD, BE A LEADER, YMCA
OF MONTCLAIR
Do you love the water, kids and being outdoors?
The YMCA of Montclair is seeking summer lifeguards 18+ for our Camp at the Lake. If you
hold current CPR, First Aid & Lifeguard certifications and want to have an amazing summer,
we want to hear from you! Apply here:
http://bit.ly/1VEMQHk.

CENTER FOR AUDIOLOGY
1515 Broad Street, Bloomfield, NJ 07003
Phone: 973-655-3934
The Montclair State University (MSU) Center for Audiology offers free comprehensive
audiological services to Montclair State students and their families:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hearing screenings, third week/every month
Hearing Evaluations
Custom Ear molds and Hearing Protectors
Balance Testing
Auditory Processing Disorder Testing
Hearing Aid Sales & Services
Auditory Brainstem Response Testing
Medicare Accepted
Free Parking

Email: csdclinic@mail.montclair.edu
Web: http://www.montclair.edu/chss/communication-sciences-disorders/clinicalfacilities/
Maris S. Appelbaum, AuD, CCC-A, Clinical Preceptor & Director of Hearing Aid Services
Supervising Hearing Aid Dispenser License #MG00797
NJ State License #41YA00041700

Exciting news for sushi fans ...
Introducing new style sushi restaurant
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“In America, the President reigns for four years,
but Journalism governs forever.”– Oscar Wilde

WRITERS

WANTED

FOR: NEWS

FEATURE
ENTERTAINMENT
OPINION
SPORTS

Come Help Us Out!
Room
113113
Student
Room
StudentCenter
CenterAnnex
Annex
in Upper
Montclair,
NJ
in Upper
Montclair,
NJ07043
07043
Phone 973.655.5230

Phone 973.655.5230
Fax Fax
973.655.7804
973.655.7804
E-mail
Montclarionchief@gmail.com
E-mail
Montclarionchief@gmail.com

E-mail MontEditor@gmail.com
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Dan Evans and Emily Rovner| The Montclarion

Red Hawk Statue: Students’ Responses Fly High
E

arlier this year, the Student Government Association
(SGA) at Montclair State University announced its plan to
install a Red Hawk statue on
campus. The announcement
was quickly met with negative
responses as the students of
Montclair State took to social
media to express their disgust
toward the SGA and university
for supporting the creation of
the statue.
Months after the controversy
had blown over, the Red Hawk
statue had its grand unveiling on Oct. 2, just prior to the
kickoff of this year’s homecoming festivities. Students, faculty
and alumni flocked to the Red

Hawk statue during the weekend to take a peek at the newest addition to Montclair State’s
campus.
This time, many members of
the student body had a different reaction to the Red Hawk
statue. Instead of the hatred
they had previously expressed,
several students welcomed the
statue with open arms.
To everyone’s surprise, the
Red Hawk statue is a beautiful representation of Montclair
State. The artist rendering of
the statue provided by Hanlon Sculpture Studio misled
students into thinking that the
statue would become a campus
eyesore.

The rendering, which featured people who looked as if
they had been cut and pasted
out of a magazine, did not allow
students to understand what
the statue would look like. Ultimately, it did not allow them to
see the big picture. The ridiculous statue preview prevented
many students from getting on
board.
Now, students are able to
see that it is not the obnoxious
chicken statue they had previously feared it would be. Since
its debut, many students have
expressed nothing but admiration for the newest addition to
campus.
For the entirety of the home-

coming weekend, students continued to take their Instagramworthy selfies with the 12-foot
bird. Students have even been
seen climbing on the Red Hawk
in order to get a perfect angle.
Although students are still
not thrilled over the $210,000
price tag that came with the
statue, they have become much
more forgiving. Prior to installation, students could not believe that $100,000 of their SGA
fees would be used toward the
creation of the statue, but some
now confess that they could not
be more pleased with the statue.
Yet, the new statue is so much
more than its appearance. The
statue embodies the fighting

spirit of the students at Montclair State. It will continue to
represent the determination
and intelligence of all the students at the university. The Red
Hawk statue will forever be
a testament to the students at
Montclair State and their need
for excellence in all aspects of
life.
While the homecoming game
was a great victory for Montclair State, it is obvious that
the true star of the 2015 Homecoming Weekend was the Red
Hawk statue. With those good
looks, it is likely that the Red
Hawk statue will quickly become a favorite at Montclair
State University.

Best of Opinion

Melisa Vallovera | The Montclarion

F

Goodbye WESS, Hello NEST

inally, Montclair State
University is saying goodbye
to WESS, the current data management system. This change
comes not a day too soon, as
students have grown increasingly fed up with the outdated
service.
Years ago, Montclair State introduced WESS as an online system that would give “students a
convenient method of registering, accessing their schedules,
grades and financial accounts,”
according to the Montclair State
website. However, WESS has
been less than convenient for its
everyday users.
Currently, according to the
university, “WESS is generally
available Monday [through]

Friday 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. and
Saturday [and] Sunday noon
to 6 p.m.,” but those times are
very limiting to students who
have classes or jobs at all hours
of the day. Even during many
of those hours, students often
try to log in with little success
due to maintenance. While
some of this is regularly scheduled, much of the maintenance
is done without students being
notified.
These problems are not the
only ones. Once students are
logged in, their session often
quickly times out, which requires them to sign in yet again.
Going from tab to tab on the
browser could cause WESS to
time out, and any information

not submitted has to be inputted again. This is clearly irritating students, especially when
paying bills, which leaves many
students wondering what their
tuition is really going towards
in the first place.
Unfortunately, situations like
this would always be present
during registration week. The
server would constantly fail to
withstand the use of thousands
of students, even though registration is a planned event that
happens every single semester.
The platform of WESS is also
not very user-friendly. Many
students have trouble navigating through extraneous tabs to
get one small piece of information.

Luckily, students are finally
kicking WESS to the corner as
NEST makes its way into our
lives. NEST will not just take the
place of WESS, but do so much
more. Montclair State’s new
program will be “where Montclair State University students,
faculty and staff will access selfservice tools and software, such
as course registration, making tuition and fee payments,
checking financial aid information, filling out timecards and
so much more,” according to
Montclair State’s informational
page about NEST for students.
NEST is said to be the be-all
and end-all for the Montclair
State community. It will house
Montclair State email, Canvas,

HawkSync and various other
resources that students frequently use, which will all be
accessible with one login. This
is a remarkable difference considering students had troubles
just trying to log in to WESS.
NEST will roll out in small
chunks, which will be helpful
to students and faculty who,
in the past, had a hard time using WESS. Additionally, NEST
will supposedly be more userfriendly.
These changes come as a big
surprise to many students who
were completely unaware of
NEST’s existence. We are hopeful that NEST will be all that
WESS was not.
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Our Last Goodbye to The Montclarion
Graduating students look back on their time as Montclarion staff

I

started at The
M o n t clarion in
the
typical college
freshman
fashion—
KRISTEN
stumbling
BRYFOGLE
into a situFORMER
ation withEDITOR-IN-CHIEF
out really
knowing what it was or what
it would require of me, determined to get involved, make
a difference and fake it until I
made it.
Looking back on where I
started to where I am now, I

I

n September
of 2014,
I walked
into The
Montclarion office
early in
ZACHARY CASE
the afterFORMER
noon after
CHIEF COPY
my class
EDITOR
at Montclair State University. I did not
know what position I wanted
to take at the time, so I asked
then-Editor-in-Chief Catherine
Baxter to place me wherever
somebody was needed (except
for the sports section — I don’t
know sports.)

hope I can say that I have successfully “made it.” I’ve learned
a lot about the ins-and-outs
of journalism during my time
working for the newspaper,
told a lot of stories as a writer
and oversaw a lot of firsts for
our publication during my time
as chief: the establishing of our
first social media team, the creation of our first fully-updated
website, the publishing of our
first award-winning articles
since 2009.
All of this wouldn’t have
been possible without our
amazing editorial staff, writers and, of course, our advisor
Tara George, who has given an

immeasurable amount of help
and support to the paper in the
first year that she has been its
advisor. These people are all
rock stars on a daily basis, and I
can’t thank them enough for the
work that they do to ensure that
the newspaper continues to be
published and to explore interesting and important topics.
Leaving The Montclarion after four years of service is obviously sad for me, but in my final goodbye to the publication
which has greatly sculpted my
life at Montclair State and who
I am as a person, I would like to
celebrate my time on its masthead and thank it for fostering

my personal growth. Without
it, I certainly wouldn’t be who I
am today, and I wouldn’t have
nearly as many friends and supporters behind me as I move on
to life after graduation.
I also want to leave a few
words of advice for those who
will be working to make The
Montclarion even better next
year: Be bold. Tackle topics that
are important to Montclair State
in your reporting. Editors, be
meticulous, at times annoying.
Double check. Strive for creativity. Read and write as much as
possible. Take advantage of the
many opportunities that the
university offers, both inside

and outside of involvement
with The Montclarion. Don’t be
afraid, and above all, use your
voice. It’s there for a reason.
Here’s to a successful year of
reporting Montclair State University’s news and to many
more. My time at The Montclarion is over, but I know the paper
is in good hands and can’t wait
to see what stories it will offer in
the future.

I ended up in the copy section, but most importantly, I
ended up a much happier person. I positively dreaded my
start at Montclair State, thinking I would make no friends
at all, like I did at County College of Morris. I was glad to be
wrong, although it took me a bit
to look beyond the noisy exterior of production day to find out
more about the faces behind it.
In addition to meeting some
wonderful people, I was also
able to find what could possibly be a career path. I missed
the Dow Jones Publishing internship back in October of last
year, but I will certainly apply
this year and hope for the best.

I would like to thank my assistants, Shakeema Edwards,
Jinal Kapadia, Fiorella Medina,
Kianna Sanders, Cassie Sardo
and Mariel Vazquez for the
hours of work they’ve put in.
I wish good luck to both those
who will be working at the
copy desk next year and those
who will either be moving on
or have moved onto different
things.
I would like to thank Tara
George for being a great professor and advisor to The Montclarion, for we would not have
won New Jersey Collegiate
Press awards without her. I
also thank Rolando Pujol for
holding a class that led me to

really probe the depths of the
AP Stylebook and strive to get
everything right.
I would like to thank Baxter
for taking me onto staff last
year. I would also like to thank
Monika Bujas and Nick Taylor
for filling in all of the gaps in
my editing back when I was just
starting out.
Lastly, I would like to thank
both Kristen Bryfogle and Tiffany Saez for helping me to break
out of my shell when it seemed
impossible. I also extend thanks
to Dan Falkenheim for being
both a fantastic web editor and
a great friend. Heck, I could go
on and list everybody’s names
here, but I’ll cut it short and

just say the whole team is full
of people who are wonderful in
their own ways, and that I will
miss all of them.
My undergraduate career has
been far too long. I’m eager to
graduate and move ahead with
my life, but I do regret both not
being able to take on a journalism minor or being able to contribute more to The Montclarion. Two years working with
such wonderful people is not
enough.

Kristen Bryfogle, a Classics and English
major, has been part of The Montclarion
for four years and is graduating with the
Class of 2016.

Zachary Case, an English major, has
been part of The Montclarion for two
years and is graduating with the Class
of 2016.

Congratulations Class of 2016

Melisa Vallovera | The Montclarion

Campus
Voices:
What advice
would you give
to incoming
Freshmen?

“Research every aspect
of television. Learn about
how television acquires
television programming.
There might be other areas
of TV production that you
might suit you.”

“Get involved immediately. It’s better to get invovled when you first come
in. Get your friend group
and a taste of college life.
Because it’s not all academic.”

“Know what your major is
and make sure that you’re
taking the right classes. Research and work
alongside your advisor
to ensure you are on the
right path to graduation.”

“Read as much as you
can in your free time. The
stuff the professors give is
good, but there’s always
more to know, so build
your knowledge base on
top of that what is given.”

- Alexandra Guilloty
Senior,
Television and Digital
Media

- Kaja Nelson
Senior,
Theatre

- Jose Cortez
Senior,
Television and Digital
Media

- Andrew House
Senior,
Political Science
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Volunteers for the 2016 Montclair Film Festival smile for the camera.

Photo courtesy of Montclair Film Festival (Flickr)

Montclair State Student Films Sweep
Awards at Montclair Film Festival

Keila Montes de Oca
Staff Writer
“We’ll be taking you to
Shanghai, to Manhattan, to
mass – somewhere you’ve never been before.”
Those were the words that
preceded the showing of the
New Visions 2016 student films
at the Montclair Film Festival.
Groups of friends and families
amassed at the Clairidge Cinema to watch Montclair State
University students’ work.
In the lobby, parents’ faces
were glowing in anticipation
to watch the fruits of their children’s labor and tuition money
on the big screen. In the theater,
they laughed, cried and pensively watched the art pieces.
Wil Exavier, whose awardwinning short film, “Victim,”
was included in the showcase,
prides himself on the recogni-

tion from the Montclair Film
Festival. Despite admitting the
challenge of writing a screenplay, audience response was
the force that pushed Exavier
while in production.
“I love reactions,” he said. “I
love going to the movies with
people to see how they feel in
comparison to how I feel.”
Exavier’s short was one of
two dramas that night. Gerhard
Patterson’s “Two Dead Men”
also made its debut at the 7 p.m.
showing. During his interview,
Patterson noted that casting
was one of the difficulties he
faced while filming.
Meanwhile, Bryan Scuteri
suffered through the tedious
process of stop-motion animation for “Superdad.”
At the same time, other artists, like Alexander Winchell,
discovered the cultural differences in filmmaking while

Modern Baseball performing at Greene Street Club in
Greensboro, N.C. in 2014.

shooting his film, “Runaway,”
in China. “There were a lot of
hands on deck, creatively,”
Winchell said of his collaborative project with the Shanghai
Theater Company.
A recent Montclair State
graduate, Winchell is working
on another project that he described as a film noir comingof-age story set at the Jersey
Shore. However, he’s not the
only one who was able to turn
their passion into a career.
After filming “Mic Dreams,”
a documentary about New Jersey-based rapper Freddy Stone,
2015 graduate Sam Balaban
found work as a video editor
and photographer for the hiphop-centric music magazine,
The Fader.
Peter Chapman also showcased his experimental film,
“The Strings of Things,” which
was one of his first projects as

an Montclair State student after
four years of professional freelance work.
Similarly, rising graduates
like Brittney Briggs, director
of the satirically sacrilegious
“Making It to Mass,” are already building their portfolios
by working on web content,
music videos and other short
films.
Despite student films’ notorious reputation for being insufferable, the students’ shorts
received glowing reviews from
attendees.
“I definitely liked it more
than I thought I would,” one
audience member said. “I see a
lot of promise in these shorts.”
That night, the audience
watched wondrously at the
stunning visuals of Nick Capra’s “Lux.” At the same time,
they laughed at the bizarre humor of Jabri Rios-Rhodes’ west-

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org “Holy Ghost” dropped May 13.

ern/comedy hybrid, “Fistful of
Candy.”
Regardless of genre, these
nine film students were given
the opportunity to share their
narratives beyond the Montclair
State campus. Each film evoked
a visceral reaction from the audience or perhaps encouraged
them to look introspectively
and take a much deeper message from their work.
Many of these students’ projects and some of the New Visions 2016 films can be found
on their personal Vimeo accounts. Especially for young
filmmakers who are just getting
started in the industry, a share
and some support could take
their creations even farther than
Montclair.

Photo courtesy of Got Somethin (Flickr)

Modern Baseball’s New Album
is a Home Run

Tess Reynolds
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Formed on the streets of Philadelphia at Drexel University,
Modern Baseball has recently
taken the world by storm. Their
rise to popularity in the pop
punk scene seems almost unparalleled, having become an
iconic band to many fans in just
over two years.
When Modern Baseball released their sophomore fulllength, “You’re Gonna Miss
it All” in 2014, many fans and
critics thought the band could
not get much better. The album
was brimming with ironic and
cynical lyrics paired with undeniably catchy hooks, the perfect
blend for any pop punk band.
But since the release, Modern
Baseball has matured not just

musically, but as people. With
that comes the next installment
into their musical discography:
“Holy Ghost.”
The album, which is written
in two parts, details the emotional turmoil the two lyricists
of the band experienced since
the last record was released.
Jake Ewald, who wrote Side
A of the album, sings about experiencing the loss of his grandfather, getting back in touch
with his family and, more importantly, getting back in touch
with religion. Brendan Lukens,
who takes Side B, wrote songs
documenting his battle with bipolar disorder as well as finally
being able to seek the help he
knew he needed.
Both halves of the album seem
to flow together in a beautiful
way, transitioning in a song ti-

tled “Coding These to Lukens”
where Ewald sings the first half
and Lukens finishes the piece.
Unlike their previous albums,
Modern Baseball decided to
ditch the quirky, cynical lyrics and instead provided emotional, heavy and haunting imagery. The album begins with
the lyric, “He’s been haunting
my dreams at night/ I’ve been
bleeding from tripping in the
dark/ Trying to turn on the
light.”
Not only have the lyrics of
the band taken a more mature
tone, but the instrumentals follow suit. The music on “Holy
Ghost” is much heavier than
seen on previous albums, full
of pounding drums and angry
vocals.
While every song on the album could be considered a

stand out, “Wedding Singer,”
“Hiding,” and “Just Another
Face” seem to be the tracks that
have fans and critics most excited.
“Wedding Singer” was the
first song of the album to have
a music video, a tragic story
about a man at a funeral who is
having a mental breakdown as
the band plays the soundtrack
to his life in his head. The upbeat track takes the listener by
surprise in a relatively heavy
album otherwise.
“Hiding” is the acoustic hidden gem on the album. If the
band was bigger, there is no
doubt the song would be on the
soundtrack of the next feel-good
indie movie. “Hiding” lets out
Ewald’s self-reflection perfectly
in the lines “Still some nights I
find/ The ideas that bring me

rest/ Are the ones that used to
prod and pester and keep me
up/ Swinging open doors I
swore I’d shut.”
The album ends with the song
“Just Another Face,” which reminds the listener why they
started listening to Modern
Baseball in the first place. While
the song begins with self-deprecating lyrics, it ends on a note
of hope and redemption as the
instrumentals behind Lukens’
voice wail almost as powerfully
as he does.
Listening to “Holy Ghost”
is almost like going through
an emotional journey full of
loss, self-reflection and ambition alongside the band. “Holy
Ghost” was definitely an exciting trip, and I cannot wait to see
where Modern Baseball takes
us next.
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Video Production Club Releases Season
Finale of ‘The Reel Crew’
Samantha King
Assistant Entertainment Editor
Montclair State University’s
Video Production Club released
the season finale to their original web series, The Reel Crew,
wishing a final farewell to the
graduating seniors on Sunday
night. Specifically mentioned in
the episode were Nick Quiles,
Greg Buracker and Jake Shapiro, three of the club’s founding
members.
The second season, which is
the most recent, introduced a
serial plotline following a hypothetical “turf war” between
the Video Production Club and
their enemies in the Photography Club.
New characters and love stories were introduced, which engaged viewers to both subscribe
and follow the series.
A third season is lined up for
the Fall 2016 semester. It will
be interesting to follow how
the series changes without the
presence of the seniors who will
have since graduated.
The first season consisted of
four episodes and was a trial
to see exactly how the series
would work. The quality of content has dramatically improved
since then.
The Reel Crew was created
by sophomore film major John
Salimbene in the spring of 2015.
Inspired by NBC’s “The Office,” Salimbene wanted to have
a creative way to broadcast the
personalities of the Video Production Club members.
Salimbene, along with the
club’s Video Coordinator, Paula
Tan, work together as producers while also starring in the
series.

PA S S A I C

The Video Production Club said goodbye to founding members in the season finale of the ‘The Reel Crew.’

Photo courtesy of Collin Borow

The series is entirely written,
shot, produced and edited in
a collaborative effort by members of the club. With content
idea meetings to create scripts
and explore upcoming episode
ideas, there is an opportunity
for anyone interested to contribute to the series to do so.
Episodes are shot primarily in
Morehead 204 on Wednesday
afternoons.
The series can be found on
Montclair State Video Production Club’s YouTube page as
well as on their Facebook page.

C O U N T Y

Members of the Video Production Club getting ready to film.

C O M M U N I T Y

C O L L E G E

Global Education Center
1 Normal Avenue
Student Center Annex Room 207
http://www.montclair.edu/global-education/
study-abroad/outgoing-students/

Those who wander
aren’t always lost,
Keep on exploring!

Photo courtesy of Collin Borow
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‘Captain America: Civil War’
Reinvigorates the Superhero Genre
Julia Siegel
Staff Writer
The summer movie season is
officially here, with the release
of Marvel’s latest superhero
epic, “Captain America: Civil
War” (CACW). After being
heavily criticized for “Avengers: Age of Ultron,” the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU)
needed to reunite its top heroes
in a way that would please fans
and critics alike. CACW doesn’t
disappoint on any level; the
fights, stunts, humor and stunning camera work all come together to form the best Marvel
movie that Disney has released
in a while.
There aren’t enough good
things to say about CACW. Everything about this film went
right, which is a huge plus for
Marvel. The introductions to
some new key players for Phase
Three were done very well,
which led to great setups for
the future.
Two newbies, Spider-Man
and the Black Panther, have a
significant amount of screen
time. They both picked up the
slack for the missing Thor and
Hulk characters, but neither
was necessary for this story.
It was impressive that SpiderMan and the Black Panther affected the story and action of
CACW, instead of having measly cameos. They fit in well with
the other characters and will be
good additions to the MCU.
One of the best parts of the
film is that Disney has saved
Spider-Man from the terrors
Sony inflicted on the franchise. Disney’s Spider-Man is
the classic character from the
comics, which fans should embrace nicely. The new Spider-

Robert Downey Jr. and Chris Evans revive their roles as Iron Man and Captain America.

Man is a quirky teenage Peter
Parker, who is just getting to
test the potential of his powers. He is still unsure of himself
and doesn’t know how to fight.
CACW helps him to gain some
confidence in his abilities, while
giving the audience a glimpse
of what to expect in the future. Since Spider-Man is a lot
younger, his lack of knowledge
gives him some funny lines. He
definitely adds that classic Marvel humor to the story.
Another great aspect of
CACW is the lack of dialogue
to pave the way for incredible
fight scenes. A vast majority
of the film is action sequences,
which is refreshing. Sometimes, it’s hard to sit through a

superhero film when the characters only sit around and discuss things (I’m talking to you,
“Batman v Superman”). These
scenes are brilliantly choreographed, with stunts that we
can only dream of. The handto-hand combat and motorcycle
stunts are incredible to watch,
with some being jaw-droppingly awesome.
The film truly embraces its
title, as it is a civil war throughout its entirety. The rifts between the characters feel natural and unforced, since most of
the characters have previous
history with each other. Power struggles between Captain
America (Steve Rogers) and
Iron Man (Tony Stark) have

Photos courtesy of wikipedia.org.

been occurring since the first
Avengers film. This new story is
perfectly timed by being sandwiched between “Avengers:
Age of Ultron” and “Avengers:
Infinity War, Part 1.”
Most of CACW acts as a miniature Avengers film, but the
key difference is who the villain
is. The Avengers typically come
together to fight aliens or power-hungry robots that are trying
to rule the Earth. But, CACW
doesn’t have this typical Villain
– instead, the villains are the
Avengers themselves. Each side
of the issue believes they are
fighting for the proper cause,
which makes them look like villains to the other side. The lack
of a big, bad villain is perfect

and essential to CACW because
it isn’t necessary to have the
Avengers fight themselves and
others at the same time. There
are some sub-plots that involve
minor villains, but they aren’t
the driving force of the film.
Overall, CACW is absolutely
incredible and a 140-minute
ride of pure exhilaration that
is fun to watch. It sets the standard even higher for all the
upcoming Marvel films, as the
insane fights, match-ups and
well-timed humor combine for
success. CACW is the perfect
way to kick off the summer
movie season.

“In America, the President reigns for four years,
but Journalism governs forever.”– Oscar Wilde
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Briana Scurry Reflects on
Winning Gold
Briana Scurry won two gold medals during her career with the U.S.
National Women’s Soccer Team.
Jayna Gugliucci
Editor-in-Chief

Seated behind a tiny, worn
desk in junior high, a young
girl scribbled feverishly across
a blank sheet of printer paper
in her soon-to-be fully developed handwriting: “Atlanta
Olympics, Georgia 1996. I have
a dream.” The day the small
sign was written, it was hung
proudly on her bedroom wall
where she could look at it each
morning when she awoke and
each night before she turned off
her lights — a reminder of the
goal she hoped to accomplish
one day.
In celebration of the 20th
anniversary of the 1996 Olympic Games, journalists, students and even executives who
helped to plan the event gathered in Atlanta, Georgia on
Feb. 19. With the sun beaming
down from an endless blue sky
on Centennial Olympic Park,
time seemed to stand still as
the event began — transporting
each individual back in time to
those incredible games and the
honor that being a part of them
in even the simplest way had
brought them.

Titled “Atlanta, 20 Years Later,” the event promised to share
lessons in sports media from the
last Summer Olympic Games
held in America. With the keynote speaker being Briana Scurry, it did much more than that.
Bringing the games back to life
themselves, her words painted
an image that only its athletes
would have had the opportunity to experience.
With her sign constantly in
sight, then-preteen Scurry was
certain that she would be at
those Olympic Games — she
just wasn’t sure about how.
At the time, the aspiring athlete had earned spots on her
schools’ basketball, track and
field and soccer teams. While
soccer rose to the top of her list,
it was not considered an Olympic sport, especially for women.
Regardless of that fact,
Scurry continued to pursue
her dream and went on to play
the sport at University of Massachusetts Amherst, where she
was recruited to the women’s
All-American team as starting
goalkeeper. During one of the
most important games of the
season, one where scouts from
across the country were in at-

tendance, Scurry and her teammates were no match for some
of the impressive members of
the University of North Carolina team.
Still, despite the difficult
loss the team had just faced,
the young athlete was among
a group of women asked to attend the sport’s National Camp
in 1993. While there, Scurry recalled the way she would constantly be scored on and, in
turn, felt as though she were
not as talented as some of the
other women. However, it was
her coach who thought otherwise: “We don’t care how many
times the ball goes into the net.
It’s that you rise up after every
goal that is scored and try even
harder the next time.”
After attending camp for
quite some time, Scurry rose
from the fifth-most impressive
athlete there to the first, and, in
turn, would attend the Sweden
World Cup in 1995 to prove it.
Securing a win there, the goalkeeper soon found out that the
fading poster on her bedroom
wall that she had written not
too long ago would soon “become a reality.”
Before she knew it, Scurry

Photo Courtesy of Christina Kirchner

was standing outside the stadium at the Opening Ceremony of
the 1996 Olympic Games with
other members of the women’s
soccer team. With a sense of
nostalgia, the now-retired athlete went on to describe the feeling of entering the stadium for
the first time. “Everyone who
goes to the Olympics cries,”
said Scurry. “Even the 7-foot
basketball players are running
around like little boys.”
The 1996 Summer Olympics
marked the first time that women were invited to compete in
the association football (soccer)
tournament and, in the final
between the United States and
China, 76,000 spectators filled
the stands. “People couldn’t believe that people would show
up for women’s games,” said
Scurry. “Those fans came to see
us.”
At the end of games which
would become known as “the
year of the women,” Scurry and
her teammates took home the
Gold against China in a close
match that ended 2-1. Following the win of a lifetime, the
team went on to play in the 1999
World Cup where Scurry experienced a movement towards

rising numbers in attendance
for standalone women’s sports.
Towards the top of the hour,
Scurry ended by taking a moment to reflect on the past and
the promise of the future ahead
for women’s sports. That night,
women’s U.S. soccer played for
the right to punch their ticket
to the 2016 Summer Olympics
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. “The
greatest gift is being able to
watch the women who were
watching me on TV the way
I once watched other women
on television when I was eight
years old.”
After a round of applause
following her presentation,
Scurry posed for photographs
as well spoke with members of
the audience of her inspirational journey despite the hurdles
that stood in her way.
For some, she even pulled
out her two gold medals — one
from 1996 and the other from
2004, which she allowed them
to hold. “Go ahead, put it on
— I’m all about equal opportunity,” said Scurry.

Montclair State Football:
The Process of Revival
The Red Hawks came out victorious in their 2015 Homecoming game.
Alex Hand
Staff Writer

The Montclair State Red
Hawks hosted the William Paterson Pioneers for their annual
Homecoming game, on Oct. 3.
It was a brutal, blowout win by
Montclair State, as they dominated William Paterson, 64-7.
Red Hawk wideout Aaron
Williams caught two touchdown passes, as did freshman
tailback Willie Barr, but scoring
was not limited to Montclair’s
offense. Eric Gargiulo tallied a
pick six, while Jaquan Spann returned a punt for a touchdown.
William Paterson’s only score
of the evening came via a Dar-

ius Dabney touchdown reception with five minutes and 27
seconds left to play in the fourth
quarter.
Montclair State’s special
teams made an opening statement as they started their
opening drive at the Pioneer’s
44-yard line. The Red Hawks
eventually ended their drive
with a punt, but it was one that
had pinned William Paterson
back at their own five-yard line.
A later punt by the Pioneers
would give Montclair State the
ball back at their own 48-yard
line, where Montclair State
quarterback Ryan Davies connected with Williams. With two
minutes left in the first quarter,

the score off started at 7-0. Davies would later find Williams
once again for a 12-yard touchdown pass, leaving the score at
14-0 with four minutes and 45
seconds left in the half.
Two possessions later, Davies tossed a 21-yard bomb
to freshman wideout Julanee
Prince who brought the ball
down to Patterson’s 20-yard
line. At the Pioneer 11-yard line,
Montclair State faced a fourthand-one with 35 seconds left in
the half as Denzel Nieves hit
an inside zone play for another
Red Hawk touchdown. Before
the half was over, Gargiulo recorded his first interception for
a touchdown, capping the score

Photo Courtesy of MSU Sports

at 28-0 at halftime.
Montclair State’s defense
prospered on Saturday by only
allowing William Paterson a total of 20 offensive yards in the
first half and just 84 in the entire
game. The Pioneers possessed
only eight first downs in the
game, two of which came via
penalties, and a third came from
a botched fourth-down snap
where punter Nick D’Angelis
ran for the first down.
The Red Hawks returned
from the locker room only to
score points in six of their next
nine possessions. Returner Willie Spann brought one to the
house for 61 yards with eight
minutes and 57 seconds left in

the third quarter and kicker
Frank Schneeberger notched a
26-yard field goal topping off
the score at 38-0 for the time being. Barr scored late in the third
with 21-yard and three-yard
runs, while freshman Akeer
Franklin popped off for a 38yard touchdown run with just
over eight minutes of play left
in the game.
Davies finished the game 1014 at 160 yards while Williams
caught six passes for 109 yards.
Montclair State racked up 373
yards of total offense with 204
on the ground — earning a victory for the Red Hawks.
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Mike Olla Injured But Not Defeated

A look into this soccer star’s lifelong career and hopes for the future
Shakeema Edwards
Former Assistant Copy Editor

The Montclair State men’s soccer team was 73 seconds away
from extending their six-game
undefeated streak to seven.
However, before the final whistle could alleviate the tension
that naturally builds during a
1-1 game, Anthony Passiatore,
an Oneonta College midfielder,
scored the winning goal.
The bleachers at Pittser Field
resounded with a communal
groan. On the other side of the
artificial turf, an injured Mike
Olla, the team’s leading goal
scorer at the time, could only sit
and watch.
Olla, 21, of Bloomfield,
suffered a hamstring injury
in Montclair State’s 2-1 win
against Hunter College on Sept.
9. Two days earlier, the athletic
department had singled him
out as the fall semester’s first
Athlete of the Week, but instead
of focusing on his individual
triumphs, Olla promoted the
success of the team.
“I feel like this year will be a
really good year,” Olla said, remaining positive even after the
loss to Oneonta. “This is a special team and we haven’t had a
feeling like this in a while.”
Olla emphasized the efforts
of the team, but, wearing a gray
t-shirt and red Nike shorts, the
6-foot-tall forward stood out
from his teammates in white,
who were shuffling off the field.
On Sept. 15, Olla, who scored
five goals in the opening five

games, was again named Athlete of the Week.
“Mike Olla’s a good player,” Head Coach Todd Tumelty
said. “He’s super athletic. He
does a good job for us.”
Olla, who has played soccer
on two continents, helped his
high school to a national championship and the Red Hawks to
last year’s New Jersey Athletics
Conference championship.
Olla turned 21 on Sept. 23,
but has been playing soccer
since he learned how to walk.
“My dad put a ball at my feet
and I’ve just been playing ever
since,” Olla said in a low voice
that masked his now-fading
English accent.
Born in east London to Nigerian parents, Olla played in the
Leyton Orient F.C. youth academy before moving to Bloomfield, N.J. in 2007.
Before becoming a Red Hawk,
Olla was a St. Benedict’s Gray
Bee. In his final season at St.
Benedict’s Prep, Olla made 16
goals and four assists. He finished the season as the team’s
leading scorer and helped St.
Benedict’s collect its eighth National championship.
That season, Olla also scored
his most memorable goal, which
he netted against Pennington
School from 35 yards out. “I just
ripped it. It was all power,” Olla
said, scratching his beard as he
recollected the memory.
Originally, Olla was to attend Iona College in New Rochelle, N.Y., but he didn’t really
want to play Division I soccer.

“I liked Montclair,” Olla
said, explaining how he ended
up at the Division III school.
“When I came here, I liked the
coach, the staff and the players.”
Again turning his attention to
his teammates, Olla said, “They
just made me feel at home.”
The men’s soccer team prides
itself on its “family feel.” After
every home game, players can
be seen sitting around the field,
eating a homemade dinner provided by several parents of the
athletes.
“This is a longstanding tradition,” said Sylvia Gonzalez,
mother of goalkeeper Michael
Gonzalez, as two women on her
left ladled pasta pepperoni onto
paper plates and distributed
them to player after player.
Soccer has also influenced
Olla’s family at home. His father played as a young man and
his brother Phillip, a freshman
at New Jersey City University,
plays soccer for the Gothic
Knights. Montclair State defeated the Gothic Knights 4-0 on
Sept. 23.
Despite playing for competing schools, Olla said that
soccer has brought them closer
together. “It’s something we’ll
always have in common.”
After the Oneonta game,
teammate Kazari Trought,
walked over and threw an arm
around Olla’s shoulders. “He’s
the star player on the team,”
Trought said as both players
laughed.
Olla tried to deny the claim

Montclair State professor, Kelly Whiteside, moderated the New York City panel.

Olla will be a senior
next season.’

and explain the praise by saying, “this is actually my best
friend.”
Still, Olla knows what it
means to be a top goal scorer on
the team. “It’s very important
because you do what everybody wants to see,” said Olla.
“Apart from the attention, you
feel like you did something for
your team.”
Olla, who prays before every match, hopes to play professional soccer for a lower-league
in England after graduating, if
that’s “God’s plan” for him.

Shakeema Edwards|
The Montclarion

“I don’t want to not try and
say, ‘what if.’ I want to try and
see what happens,” Olla said.
After missing four games,
Olla hopes to return to the lineup in the home game against
Stockton University on Saturday.
“If he continues to work hard,
then he’ll have a real successful
season here,” Tumelty said.
Olla just wants fans to come
out and support the team and
“to see the greatness that will
happen this season.”

Fabricio Costa| The Montclarion

Paley Center and Montclair State Host
Inaugural Sports Panel
Christopher Thompson
Former Staff Writer

Montclair State University’s
School of Communication and
Media held its inaugural symposium on the future of sports
coverage and journalism at The
Paley Center for Media in New
York City on Feb. 17. The event
attracted around 100 guests, including Montclair State professors, students and professionals
in the sports media industry.
“When I teach as an adjunct
at Montclair State, I get a lot of
questions from my students:
‘Professor — journalism? Is it
worth it?’” said panelist and
sports reporter, Harvey Araton.
“I do think that the technology
has created and will continue to
create better ways to story-tell
and reach readers.”
The panel consisted of five

distinguished members of the
sports sphere including Araton;
moderator Kelly Whiteside,
Montclair State professor and
sports journalist; Felix AlvarezGarmon, Senior Vice President
of Latin America for IMG Media; Val Ackerman, Big East
Conference Commissioner and
former WNBA President; and
Andrew Hawkins, Cleveland
Browns wide receiver.
The discussion focused on
where the sports media field is
headed and how coverage will
change, addressing more specifically the topics of audience
involvement and the massive
consumption of sports news by
that audience.
“People want the quick hit.
We have young people who
don’t have as long attention
spans,” said Ackerman.
Due to the constant onslaught

of information tumbling down
news feeds every day, consumers are forced to keep moving
onward, sometimes sacrificing
the deeper and more detail-oriented approaches of the past.
“I think because of the volume of information, the sheer
number of stories, the number
of sources and the shortened
time spans, what we’re seeing is
there becomes sort of a business
of curation,” said Ackerman.
However, the panel iterated that there are constants
that need to be upheld to create balance and power in good
journalism in its ever-changing
environment.
“There is a difference between doing two-letter reporting, dialing reporting or texting
reporting,” said Araton. “And
that’s really the difference.
That’s how you separate jour-

nalism from that big, amorphous media thing.”
Hawkins also spoke in a
rare and candid way about
how players view social media,
where they can bypass journalists and get their stories across
however they want. Hawkins
included an example of his selfwritten article for Derek Jeter’s
“The Player’s Tribune.”
“Finally I could tell my story the way that I wanted to, in
the words that I wanted to and
express it exactly how it happened from my perspective,
and it was just so liberating,” he
said.
Hawkins’ presence in the
discussion shed a light on how
players feel about the media
and are trained by their respective teams to keep distraction
and controversy to an absolute
minimum, making reporters’

jobs that much more difficult.
“That’s why you’ve all heard
the clichés a million times,”
said Hawkins. “They literally
sit people [down] before the
season to tell us how not to give
information without anybody
knowing you’re not giving
them information.”
With sports news saturation
at an all-time high, the panel
emphasized what fans and
journalists alike are and will
be looking for today and in the
future: an attention-grabbing
headline related to one of the
game’s big names.
“I’ve snapped back at media
personnel, reporters or for questions that I didn’t think were
good questions, and I’ve told
them, ‘That’s a dumb question.
Next question,’” said Hawkins.
“But nobody cares if I say it, because I’m not Cam Newton.”
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2015-2016 Season Recap
Men’s Soccer

Football
Montclair State finished with a 4-6 record overall, with a 4-5 record in
the NJAC. The team ended their season seventh in the conference.

Montclair State finished with a 19-3-1 overall record, with a 8-1-0
record in the NJAC. The team ended their season first in the NJAC,
but lost in penalty kicks in the NJAC Championship Game. They
qualified for the NCAA Divison III Championship Tournament
but lost in the second round to Tufts University.

Women’s Soccer
Cross Country

Montclair State finished with a 15-4-2 overall record, with a 6-1-2 record
record in the NJAC. The team ended their season third in the NJAC but

The highlight of the team’s season was the Ramapo College XC Invi-

got eliminated in the NJAC Tournament Championship by Rutgers-

tational. The team finished in third place out of 10 teams. This was

Camden. The team went on to the NCAA Division III Championship

the team’s first time competing since 2004.

Tournament but lost in the second round to Messiah College.

Volleyball
Field Hockey
Montclair State finished with a 15-5 overall record, with a 4-2 record in
the NJAC. The team finished third in the conference but lost in the
NJAC Field Hockey Championship Tournament to Rowan.

The team finished with an 18-14 record overall, with a 6-2 record in
the NJAC. The team finished second in the NJAC, qualifying for the
NJAC Tournament Championship. They made it to the second round where they got knocked out by Stockton University.

Women’s Basketball
Men’s Swimming and Diving

The team finished with a 22-7 record overall, with a 15-3 record in

The team finished with a 9-4 record overall, with a 2-2 record in the

the NJAC. The team finished first in the NJAC, going on to claim the

NJAC. The team finished third in the NJAC. They qualified for the

title of NJAC champions with their win over Rowan University. The

Metropolitan Championships where they finished in sixth place out of

team made it to the NCAA Division III Women’s Basketball Champ-

16 teams.

ionships, where they lost in the second round to Alright College.

Women’s Swimming and Diving
Montclair State finished with a 7-4 overall record, with a 1-3 record in
the NJAC. The team finished fourth in the conference. They qualified
for the Metropolitan Championships where they finished in 5th place

Men’s Basketball
The team finished with a 11-14 record overall, with a 7-11 record in
the NJAC. The team ended their season seventh in the conference.

out of 16 teams and second out of Division III teams.

Softball
Indoor Track and Field
Both the men’s and women’s teams ended their seasons with a sixth

The team finished with a 20-18 record overall, with a 4-14 record in
the NJAC. The team ended their season ninth in the conference.

place win at the NJAC Indoor Championships.

Outdoor Track and Field
Baseball
The team finished with a 23-20 record overall, with a 10-8 record in the
NJAC. The team ended their season fifth in the conference. They qualified for the NJAC Championship Tournament and lost in the champ-

Both the men’s and women’s teams ended their seasons with a sixth
place win at the NJAC Championships. The teams will compete at
the NCAA Division III Championships from May 26 to May 28 in
Waverly, Ia.

ionship game to Ramapo College. This was Montclair State’s first conference title game appearance since 2006.

Women’s Lacrosse
Montclair State finished their regular season at 12-6 and 4-2 in the

Men’s Lacrosse
The Red Hawks finished 12-6 in the 2016 regular season and undefeated
in the Skyline Conference at 6-0. Montclair State clinched the regular
season and postseason titles and qualified for the NCAA Division III
Tournament.

NJAC. The Red Hawks finished third in the NJAC and ultimately
finished their season with a loss to The College of N.J. in the NJAC
Women’s Lacrosse Championship after a win over Rowan in the first
game.
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best moments of 2015-2016

Pandemonium at Panzer

Montclair State earned their fourth consecutive NJAC Championship.
Daniel Falkenheim
Web Editor

The Red Hawks were
down by two points with under a minute left in the fourth
quarter. Montclair State came
roaring out of the gate in the
first quarter, but foul trouble
enabled Rowan University to
take the lead late. The game
was on the verge of being an
utter heartbreak for a team that
fought and gutted their way to
the New Jersey Athletic Conference Final.
Then, sophomore Kate Tobie found junior Rachel Krauss
in the corner – the same corner that Janitza Aquino hit her
game-winning
three-pointer
from against William Paterson
University in the 2014 NJAC
Tournament Final. Krauss
locked, loaded and nailed the
three-pointer, putting the Red
Hawks up 63-62 with 29 seconds remaining, and sent the
fans at Panzer Athletic Center
into a euphoric frenzy.
“It was amazing,” Krauss
said after the game. “The ball
was coming at me and I knew
I just needed to shoot it. It was

the best feeling.”
Krauss’ three-pointer put
Montclair State on top. The Red
Hawks then hit several late free
throws to seal their fourth consecutive NJAC championship.
The Red Hawks won the war
at Panzer 68-62 over Rowan
University, and the victory
clinched an automatic bid at
the NCAA Division III Women’s Basketball Tournament for
Montclair State.
Before the game, Head Coach
Karin Harvey said the team
would need to “find a way” in
order to become NJAC champions. However, it didn’t look
like the Red Hawks would need
to claw their way to victory after the first quarter. Montclair
State jumped out to an early 2311 lead on the back of Tobie’s
dominant first quarter.
Tobie seemed like she had
a hand in every basket made
in the first quarter. When she
wasn’t passing, she was penetrating into the lane and getting layups at the rim. When
she wasn’t scoring, she was
finding players like sophomore Erica Snow for an open
three-pointer or dishing it off to

sophomore Taylor Harmon for
an easy bucket at the rim. Tobie
finished the first quarter with
seven points, three assists and
one steal.
“When it gets to tournament
time, you just have to be more
aggressive,” Tobie said after the
game. “My teammates are relying on me to be more confident
and be more of a leader, so I just
really know I have to step up.”
Yet, the second quarter was
not trouble-free for the Red
Hawks. The fouls started to pile
up and Krauss, sophomore Katie Sire, sophomore Sage Bennett and freshman Tiarra Dillard were all limited with two
personal fouls each.
The fouls forced Harvey to
dig deep into her bench and
play freshman Kiarra Dillard
and sophomore Yazmine Lacey,
but the Red Hawks found a way
to end the second quarter with a
35-26 lead.
Before the third quarter, Associate Head Coach Courtney
Cunningham said, “We need
to control momentum. They’re
going to go on a run, and we
have to stay together and be resilient.”
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Montclair State’s foul trouble
continued to be a problem in
the third quarter. Sire earned
her third personal foul just
three minutes in, and she didn’t
play for the rest of the quarter. It didn’t help that the Red
Hawks’ defense slowed down
and surrendered easy baskets
to Rowan University.
Again, despite all their troubles, the Red Hawks found a
way to not let the game get out
of hand and took a 48-47 lead
heading into the fourth quarter.
The Red Hawks played tug
of war with the Profs, as neither
team asserted clear control in
the game’s final quarter. Krauss
hit a three-pointer to put the
Red Hawks up by four points
with just under four minutes to
go, but Rowan University took
a 62-60 lead with a little over
two minutes left in the game.
Rowan University’s Anyssa Sanchez missed two late
free throws, potentially giving
the Profs a late four point lead.
Then, Krauss made them pay.
Krauss drained a three-pointer
from the corner to put the Red
Hawks up 63-62, and late free
throws sealed the victory for

Montclair State.
“I think this game was great
for all of us,” Snow said after
the game. “I mean, last year we
were all kind of scared freshmen, but this year, we knew
what this game was going to
feel like. Experience really helps
with that.”
Harvey commented after
the game, “Not much went our
way. They just kept together
no matter what. We were in so
much foul trouble. It doesn’t
make sense that we won this
game. That’s just how special
this team is.”
When asked about what this
performance says about a team
made up mostly of underclassmen, Harvey added with a
smile, “I think it says we’re here
for a little while.”
The Red Hawks earned their
fourth consecutive NJAC championship and an automatic bid
into the NCAA Division III
Women’s Basketball tournament. Now, Montclair State will
face a whole set of new challenges as they try to make their
way through March Madness.
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Lindsay Berra, granddaughter of the late Yogi Berra
and correspondent for MLB.
com, held a press conference
at the Yogi Berra Museum and
Learning Center, located on the
Montclair State University campus, at 11 a.m. on Sept. 25.
The 37-year-old spoke about
her grandfather’s appreciation
of the museum founded in his
honor.
“He always used to say to
people how excited he was to
have this place,” Berra said.
“He really just loved to be here.
He loved that it was attached to
a ballpark and he could watch
the college team practice.”
According to Berra, the
three-time MVP would jokingly
say, “’I thought you had to be
dead to have your own museum.’”
While the family will be
having its own private services
to honor Yogi Berra, there was a

public celebration of the former
Yankee’s life at the museum on
Oct. 1.
Berra, who wore a gold necklace with a number eight pendant, cried during the 45-minute press conference when
relating her grandfather’s reaction to the demolition of Yankee
Stadium in 2008 and her own
reaction to his death.
“[My grandfather] said, ‘I
won’t miss this place because
it’s here,’” Berra said while
pointing to her heart. “I was
feeling like that all day yesterday.”
Beyond holding memorabilia and celebrating Yogi Berra’s
career, the museum provides
learning opportunities and
reinforces the value of sportsmanship. In the wake of Yogi
Berra’s recent death, there are
now questions of how the museum will move on and continue without its namesake.
Berra, a member of the museum’s board, hopes the institution will be exactly the same, as
it “embodies” her grandfather.
“This place is such a testament

to who he was with the programs that we do,” Berra said.
“Teaching kids about teamwork, leadership, respect and
treating people with dignity –
that is going to happen whether
he’s here or not. It doesn’t stop
because grandpa’s gone.”
Berra described the museum
as her grandfather’s clubhouse
of sorts. As he got older, Yogi
Berra spent more time at the
museum, hanging out with the
staff and surprising visitors.
“He really did like to pop
in on people as they were going through the museum. He
would stand behind them and
say, ‘look at me doing that in
the picture,’” Berra said.
Along with his granddaughter, Yogi Berra’s sons –
Lawrence, Tim and Dale, all of
whom also attended the press
conference – told stories about
the Hall-of-Famer as both a father and grandfather.
“His uniqueness will never
be duplicated by another human being,” Dale Berra said.
Outside of the press conference, fans filled the museum,

Lindsay Berra, granddaughter of Yogi Berra
spoke about her grandfathers legacy.

viewing display case after display case of jerseys, mitts, rings
and other memorabilia.
One patron, wiped beneath
his eye as he heard Yogi Berra
say, “It’s over” at the end of a
short documentary.
“He was a great American.
More than just a baseball hero,
he was an American hero,” said
Vin Talameo, 24, of Old Bridge,
N.J.
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Berra, who was grateful
for the coverage of her grandfather’s career and legacy, assured members of the press,
“He will always be in Yankee
Stadium. He will always be here
in Montclair. He will always be
in the museum. He’s going to
be with all of us forever.”

